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INTRODUCTION

Within the American conservation movement is a fascinating his

torical development—wilderness preservation. Wilderness preservation 

is a reversal of mans' perception of wilderness, in that wilderness

is valuable in and of itself and mandates protection. The challenge 

for the wilderness preservationists was the attempt to insure an endur

ing resource of wilderness for future generations of Americans. This 

historical struggle to preserve vast acres of primitive lands has just

recently gained national attention.

This narrative will identify the value of wilderness and analyz

the ideologies, policies, and individuals that have shaped the characte

of the wilderness preservation movement. I will trace the national an-

predation of wilderness that grew from an esoteric notion of a handful

of enthusiasts and patriots into a broad national sentiment, capable of 

securing legal protection for wild country. Through this examination,

one will be better able to appreciate and understand the significant

influence this movement had on Montana.

I will examine the origins, philosophies and character of the 

wilderness preservation movement in Montana, and how these wilderness 

advocates were able to distinguish differences between the savers of

wilderness and the users of wilderness. Through a political and his

torical analysis, I will draw attention to important individuals in

the state and how Montana was influenced and influences national

policies with regard to wilderness preservation.
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As a case in point, I will develop and analyze the Spanish Peaks

Wilderness proposal controversy and on a developing public awareness 

that wilderness preservation is the responsibility of the people and 

not the government. This narrative will assess the process, successes, 

failures, and the future of Montana's wilderness preservation movement.
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CHAPTER I

THE NATURAL RENAISSANCE

It was in the wilderness that I realized that I was a member

of the family of Homo Sapiens and I was in the wilderness on the same

terms as any other species. I enjoyed no special privileges, I was 

not exempt from the age-old forces of nature. This was the way I had

intended it to be.

There is nobody alive today who saw this, the Western region

of the United States, and in particular, Montana, before Meriwether

Lewis and William Clark explored her regions, fields, untrampled grass

lands and unforged rivers and streams. There is nobody alive today who 

can claim to have set foot on soil never before disturbed by man. No 

part of this American Earth is totally untouched by man. In this century, 

air pollution, nuclear fallout and sonic booms have penetrated to the 

most remote corners of the globe. It can be argued, that every eco

system on earth has been altered by human activity. But within this

description, there are clearly places on the planet which are for the

most part still primeval, where the forces of nature are dominant, where

humans are visitors who do not remain.

These once vast wilderness areas, in America, are nearly gone.

In the early history of this nation, Europeans were attracted by this 

vast wilderness land. "Wilderness," Michael Frome explains, "through

out (Western European) man's history was something alien to him, an



insecure and uncomfortable environment against which civilization had

waged an increasing struggle.” Throughout the early 19th Century,

these individuals regarded the wilderness as yet to be cultivated and

used. The value of wilderness was determined through economics.X

The early American pioneer did not consider their actions as 
wasteful. They did not see, and could not possibly have seen, 
this country as it exists today. Today's treasures were not 
wasted, they were traded for safety and progress.

These pioneers had no comer supermarket; they had no know
ledge of scientific farming. The 'too much land' they plowed was 
their assurance that they would have ample food for their families 
during the coming year.

The 'too many birds' the pioneers killed were birds that were 
eating their grain.

The 'too many trees' they cut down were forests where dangers 
constantly lurked in the form of wild animals or bands of mar
auding Indians.

To the early Americans, buffaloes were a vile, filthy menace.
They would attack humans and they were killed to provide food for 
the thousands of workers who built the railroads across the nation’s2
frontiers.

The men and women who developed this nation came to regard the

wilderness not only as an obstacle, but also as a repository of re-

sources, land and wealth. Pioneers, colonists, exploiters, loggers,

miners, railroaders and captains of industry drew from it to fashion

the most powerful and wealthiest nation ever known to mankind. The

American dream was and still is to this day, fostered and fed heavily 

on economic growth, always upward and onward with the simple faith that 

technology, innovation, exploitation or discovery would certainly sus

tain more material gain. Even with growing ecological awareness, this 

myth perpetuates itself, continuing to deceive us. But by so doing, we 

have destroyed the very thing that nurtured us physically and emotion

ally—the wilderness.

The powerful forces of industrial growth, land development and
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expanded transportation overwhelmed the American wilderness. Man 

felled whole forests, drained marshes, tunnelled mountainsides, and

silenced swift-running rivers with concrete.

As a nation, we lost sight of the primary value of our virgin 

lands many years ago. An aristocrat from Vereuil, France, Alexis De 

Tocqueville visited the United States in 1831. As an outsider, De 

Tocqueville, was able to reflect on the massive development that was

occurring in this country.

In Europe, people talk a great deal of the wilderness of 
America, but the Americans themselves never think about them; 
they are insensible to the wonders of inanimate nature and they 
may be said not to perceive the mighty forests that surround them 
till they fall beneath the hatchet'.

As early as 1831, America's determined battle against the wilder 

ness was well underway. Americans mistakenly ignored the warnings of

the abuses of the natural resources and wilderness areas. The prin

ciples of continuous development and expanded civilization overwhelmed 

the primary value of pristine wilderness.

The latter half of the 19th Century has been called by modern 

naturalists, "The Age of Extermination." The new technology and the 

relentless westward march of civilization converged in space and time 

to step up development and exploitation of the continent's natural re

sources in systematic plunder. Civilization contended that the right

ful owner of these vast wild lands was the ambitious adventurist, the

enterpreneur; those who saw promise in primeval land and took advantage 

of it. Americans, generally speaking, placed the material value above 

the aesthetic and spiritual value of the wilderness.

A significant contribution to mans' civilizing development and
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many of his structural achievements, both physical and economic, was 

the wilderness. Wilderness created a strong society in the physical 

sense, creating ambition, enterprise and material wealth. Wilderness 

did not invite man, instead it challenged man. And when man destroyed

this challenge, he nearly destroyed himself.

In contemporary times, many historians have observed that civil

ization, once the instrument of the American dream of a better life 

appears to have turned against itself. Involvement in two global wars, 

a domestic and economic collapse, poisoning of the waters and air, and 

the disappearance of the vastness of the wilderness, lent substance to

the ideas of Oswald Spengler and Arnold Toynbee. America, along with the

entire Western world, was becoming morbund. The individual was stripped

of his autonomy by an overorganized society. American civilization

appears to have brought confusion, corruption and a debilitating over

abundance. The belief persists that the United States has seen its

greatest moments and is in an incipient state of decline. Rachel Carson 

in the narrative Silent Spring explained that "man is part of nature, 

and his war against nature is inevitably a war against himself. '

The challenge to preserve and conserve the natural resources 

of this nation originated during the 19th Century, at the time when

progress and development controlled the mainstream of thought. There 

were those, however, who had foresight and courage to stand against the 

mainstreams of popular thought. They were bird watchers, nature advo

cates and tree admirers; a cast of untouchables planted within an enter

prising society. Moreover, they denied the contention that progress was

necessary.
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They were strange outsiders indeed, for as early as 1850, 

their philosophy of conservation and preservation of wilderness areas 

surfaced throughout the country. They questioned civilizations' 

struggle against what was judged to be a natural enemy—wilderness.

"’hey were blessed with a conviction that whatever was natural was good. 

These early naturalists were determined to prevent man from dominating

the natural world.

Historically, their efforts were fragmentary and seasonal.

Their numbers were few and their methods constantly conflicted with one

another. But their objective was well established. They intended to

save the remaining wilderness tracts from man's encroachment. These 

naturalists included such individuals as Henry David Thoreau, John Muir,

and John James Audubon.

In Audubon's descriptive narratives he observed "the destruc

tion of the forest." Even though he sensed that this meant the end of 

what he loved, he hesitated about condemning the westward march.

'Mhether these changes are for the better or worse," he wrote, "I shall 

not pretend to say." But as he heard the "din of hammers and machinery" 

and as he saw "the woods. . .fast disappearing under the axe," Audubon 

put restraint aside. "The greedy mills," he concluded, "told the sad 

tale, that in a century the noble forests. . .should exist no more."3

Another national figure prominent in the conservation movement

was John Muir. During the 1870's, wild country needed a champion, and 

Ln a self-styled 'poetic-trampo-geologist-bot' named John Muir, it 

found one. As a publicizer of the American wilderness, Muir had no

equal. His travels were widespread, the Sierras in California, Oregon.
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Washington and Alaska. At his death in 1914, Muir had earned a repu

tation as "the most significant enthusiast about nature in the United

:6S tates.

A contemporary of Muir and a former Chief Forester in the 

department of Agriculture was Gifford Pinchot. He laid the foundation 

of what later became known as ’multiple-use.' His main criteria for

the wilderness centered on conservation, forest management and sympathy

for local industries. Pinchot was an advocate of wilderness interests,

hut was hostile to the idea of total wilderness preservation.

These national figures, among others, are prominent because of

their early efforts in conservation. They are admired and literally 

adored by contemporary naturalists. They transformed interest and ideas

into action in saving swamps, everglades, woodlands and monumental can

yons. They struggled to save certain species from extinction. And they

constantly preached on the primary value of wilderness; preservation of

its primeval characteristics.

Important as these movements appear to be, they do not answer 

a fundamental question; what prevails in the mentality of some men to

sacrifice tracts of valuable land for a reason foreign to his nature?

■hat stirs the human desire of a determined group in saving a forest, 

swamp, grassland or mountain range? Why is material development placed

as a secondary consideration with regards to wilderness areas?

One must focus, I believe, on a particular attitude or conscious

ness of the human soul. The answer lies not in concrete policy or prin

ciple but interestingly enough, in basic human needs.

Henry Thoreau foresaxtf man's need to reach out from the clatter
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of the materialist age for a touch of the natural world. He proposed 

simply that each community sustain a primitive forest of 509-1000 

acres. "Let's keep the New World new and preserve the advantage of

. i i r 8living m the country.

Why did Thoreau put faith in the 'back to nature' theme? What 

is vital to the human organism that is not achieved or perhaps satis

fied by a civilized society? Why is it that man has only recently

begun to question progress and to resolve to do otherwise?

Mrs. Karen Rogers commented before a Senate Subcommittee Hear

ing on Public Lands regarding the Spanish Peaks Area,

Wilderness is almost a religious experience for me. I am 
from California originally, and lived in an urban area, and it 
really turns me on to walk in this area and it was exciting to 
see my children enjoy the area.^

Freudian psychological theory revived the notion that man was 

less repressed, and consequently happier, in an uncivilized condition.

In other words, wilderness preservation is more than saving our world

from the technology of man, or the exploitation of economic enterprise 

It grows out of the conviction that whatever is natural is good.^

Wilderness preservation is more than sanctioned areas for wild 

life, .it is man's hope for survival. In part, it is a 20th Century 

Renaissance, it is the outlet for frustrations, it is the reminder of 

a pioneer heritage, it is the source of culture and art, it is the 

challenge, as Fredrick Turner noted, against which the American char

acter was formed and where it can be found once more.

A determined and strong advocate for wilderness preservation, 

who was the first to propose the idea of protecting wilderness by a

national law in 1956, Howard Zahniser, explained that the human
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character could not survive without an undeveloped wilderness.

Deeper and broader than the recreational value of wilderness, 
although indeed encompassing it, is the importance that relates 
to our essential being, indicating that the understanding which 
comes in its' surrounding are those of true reality. Our lives 
seem so derivitive from wilderness, we ourselves seem so depen
dent on a renewal of our inspirations from those wild sources that 
I wonder sometimes, if we could long survive a destruction of all 
wilderness. Are we not truly and in reality, human essentially, 
as spiritual creatures nurtured and sustained directly or indirect 
ly by a wilderness that must always be renewed from a living 
wilderness ?H

Thomas J. Lyon, professor of English, Utah State University,

goes beyond any attempt to define wilderness influence on man, but

notes that human experience cannot be defined by words.

The potency of wilderness is strange; it is not like any pill 
or commodity from the outside, which we can take and possess at 
need. Wilderness seems in its essence to be beyond our usual 
notions of the definitions. It lives and moves and includes us 
almost magically, and is therefore slippery to the defining mind. 
Something really does happen to us in wilderness. We are dif
ferent: we know that some deep level of awareness has been 
touched.12

Modern man, especially after 1870, faced abstract and at times

intangible problems and adopted a mechanistic attitude toward life.

Psychoanalysts tell us that today as never before, man searches for 

his identity in a world of absurdity and psychological confusion. Tne 

20th Century America is a strange and often violent world to many indi

viduals. The sounds of the natural world, including silence, are re

placed by the roar of jets and the vibrating noises of urban centers. 

Our senses are bombarded with impressions we have never known before. 

Our consciousness, in part, is steeped in a background that knew 

nothing of technology, and this has made.our adjustment into this world

difficult.
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Richard Carrington, in his narrative, A Guide to Barth 

His tor;/, quite vividly explains why we are in part, a primitive 

people.

If we can imagine that the entire four-billion-year history 
of the earth were compressed into a single year, then on this 
scale the first eight months would be completely without life.
The following two months would be devoted to the most primitive 
of creatures, ranging from viruses and single-celled bacteria 
to jellyfish, while the mammals would not appear until the second 
week in December. Man as we know him would have strutted onto 
the scene about 11:45 p.m. on December 31st and the age of writ
ten history would have occupied little more than the last sixty 
seconds on the clock, and the last century of the machin^ age 
would have occurred within the final second of the year.

Charles Darwin points out that we are a wild species. Nobody

ever tamed or domesticated or scientifically bred us. But for at least

three millenia, we have been engaged in a cumulative and ambitious race

to modify and gain control of our environment and in the process, we 

have come close to domesticating ourselves. The world has changed too 

swiftly for modern man so recently out of his primeval.

Wilderness preserves, therefore, are sources of human identi

fication. It is an area where man may return to his ancient instincts 

and abilities. Man has the ability to live the life-cycles of the

natural world.

Dr. Sigrud F. Olsen, a social-anthropologist, sees wilderness 

as the rightful home of all men. To understand the complexity of the 

modem world, Olsen argues that some answers rest in human experience

in wilderness.

We are trying to bridge the gap between our old racial 
wisdom, our old primeval consciousness, the old verities, and 
the strange, conflicting ideologies and beliefs of the new era 
of technology. One of the most vital tasks is to bridge this 
gap. . . . None of us is naive enough to want to give up what 
technology has brought, to evade the challenge now before us.
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This too is a frontier, not only of the mind but of the 
ohysical world. . .if we can span past and present, then 
we can face the future with confidence. It is here that wilder
ness will play its greatest role, offering this age a fami^ar 
base for explorations of the soul and the universe itself. 4

Wilderness preserves then, are not just for fun, they maintain 

the opportunity for successive generations to acquire the characteris

tics of their ancestors and to acquaint themselves first hand, with

the conditions that shape their culture and existence. Wilderness 

preserves are the natural renaissance for the human experience. Wild

erness provides the elements of rediscovery and human rebirth. Wilder

ness challenges man and man in turn, discovers his limits and abilities. 

This natural renaissance affords opportunities for the contemplation of

natures beauty and naturalness as well as further understanding of the

mysteries of life in an ecologically stable environment. Wilderness

inculcates reverance and love and shows the wav to a humanism in which

man becomes at least an understanding and appreciative partner with 

nature in the long evolution of mind and soul.

Beyond the cultural and spiritual benefits derived from wilder

ness, recent preservationists see wilderness and the pristine undev

eloped lands as a human right. Associate Justice of the United States

Supreme Court, William 0. Douglas made many trips through the vast

wilderness of the Bob Marshall Region in Montana. He recognized man’s 

basic human liberties and rights, and one of these rights, he believed, 

was the wilderness. "The Bill of Rights,” Douglas contended, ''implies 

that every child have the opportunity to grow up in a place where there 

are lakes, woods and the mysteries of the wilderness." He explained 

that the distinctive quality of a free society, a society not threatened
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by historical decline, the thing that makes us different from other 

nations is the recognition of the rights of nan. In an eloquent 

address to the Wilderness Conference of the Sierra Club in 1972,

Justice William 0. Douglas made it clear that human rights and wilder

ness preservation are inseparable;

The wilderness somehow gives man a sense of unity that he 
gets no-where-slse-a feeling of belonging to the earth and being 
an important part of existence.

Man is whole when he is in tune with the winds, the stars 
and the hills. . . • Man's pursuit of happiness, which Jefferson 
made the concern of government in our Declaration of Independence, 
must be our concern. While man needs a full rice bowl, he also 
needs more. Man is a spiritual being. By our Bill of Rights 
we have placed many of his civil rights beyond the reach of gov
ernment. We need to expand our conception of man's liberty, 
enlarge his individual rights, and give them priority over science. 
Those human rights include the right to put one's face in clear, 
pure water, to discover the wonders of sphagnum moss, and to hear 
the song of whippoorwills at dawn in a forest where the wilder
ness bowl is unbroken.15

Mrs. Jeannette Nolan McIntyre, a mother and a grandmother de

fended her childrens' rights xto wilderness. Before a Senate Subcommittee 

hearing on Public Lands concerning the Montana Wilderness Study Area 

Proposal in 1975, Mrs. McIntyre repeated the commitment of wilderness 

advocates' and their determination to save the rights of future gener

ations.

I wish to defend the rights of children to come, the prac
tices which have been allowed to desecrate the beauty of wilder
ness which has robbed generations of one of their most imnortant 
birthrights. We who have grown up have seen and been nurtured 
by all aspects of nature in her purest forms, do not have the 
right to deprive others, born or unborn of those gifts, those 
influences, those inherent necessities.

Montana is not only for Montana’s sake. Montana is unique 
because it still has primitive areas. . . I know that thrill 
because I felt it. I felt the vital link of pride in my fore
bearers when John (McIntyre) brought me from New York to Montana 
for that first time.16

CARROLL COL! rGF LIBRARY 
HELENA, MONTANA 59601
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It is vitally important to understand the state of mind of

these determined individuals who advocate wilderness protection. This 

15 a reversal of our country’s history of progress, development and 

usage of raw materials. Montana has been blessed by an abundant quan

tity and quality of primeval lands. However wilderness preservation

•as foreign to the thinking of many develop-minded Montanans. The bat

tle to preserve vast acres of wilderness caused Montanans to reassess 

their attitudes and philosophy towards Montanas' purpose. For the 

preservationists as well as the developer, one thing was certain, the 

alternatives are limited and the answer between wilderness protection

and economic progress has no medium.

Wilderness held the basis for the natural renaissance. Through 

out the historical development of the wilderness movement, preserva

tionists continually fell back upon the argument of human experience 

and the psychological benefits derived from the wilderness. And accord

in’ to the wilderness preservationists, the natural renaissance de

rived from the wilderness, can only be understood if we look at wilder

ness not as savages, not as pioneer exploiters but through the eyes of 

enlightened man, with understanding and appreciation of it's real mean

ing. Then and only then, they contend, will the full meaning of Henry 

David Thoreaus' statement be realized, "that in wilderness is the pre

servation of the world."
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A successful institution is the lengthened shadow of one man.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Wilderness and the American Mind.

Historically, cities have been significant contributors of

cultural innovations, policy initiatives and new ideas. In America, 

cities, in part, create and preserve our culture. Appreciation for

the natural wonders of America and the develonment of the wilderness

^reservation movement had its beginnings in the eastern seaboard city

of Hew York, as early as 1840.

Individuals who initially spearheaded this movement and who

made the first gestures of resistance against the strong currents of

antipathy, were the eastern literary gentlemen, who wielded a pen, not

the vigorous, independent pioneer with his axe.

Characteristic of an inner citvs' inhabitant who became alien

ated by his surroundings of a rapidly developing civilization, was

Rsnry David Thoreau. In 1849, Thoreau identified his frustrations in

several essays, including Walden.

Let me live where I will, he declared, on this side is the 
city, on that the wilderness, and ever I am leaving the city 
more and more, and withdrawing into the wilderness.

Thoreau foresaw man's need to reach out from the clatter of the

materialistic metropolitan age for a touch of the natural. He believed

that at the same time we are in earnest to explore and develop all

things, we require that all things be mysterious and unexplorable.
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We can never have enough of nature. We must be refreshed 
by the sight of inexhaustible vigor, vast and titantic features 
. . .the wilderness with its living and decaying trees. We need 
to witness our own limits transgressed, and have some life pas
turing freely where we never wander.

A decade later, in the Northwoods Region of New York State, a

small group of naturalists organized the first identifiable national

wilderness preservation movement. Tire Northwoods Walton Club presented

their views of wilderness preservation and forest conservation in local

newspapers, bulletins and public forums.

The mountains and lakes of the Empire State, the habitations 
of the moose, the eagle, the red deer, and the trout; the uncon
taminated temples of God. May they never be desecrated by the 
feet of the money changers and those who sell doves.

Although emotionally motivated in their writings and proclama

tions, the Northwoods Walton Club had little political influence in

changing governmental policy in New York State.

Americans of the late 19th Century realized that many of the 

forces which shaped their national character were disappearing. Pri

mary among these were the wilderness and the individualist way of life, 

bong a hero of the American culture, the pioneer acquired added luster 

at a time when the pace and complexity of America's life style seemed 

on the verge of overwhelming the independent individual. It was

tempting to venerate his existence as one in which men confronted tan

gible obstacles and, so the myth usually ran, overcame them on the 

strength of ability alone.

Public appreciation of wilderness increased steadily as the 

nation's pioneer past receded, and the efforts of the wilderness cult 

was fulfilled in a series of successful defenses of wild regions. The 

world's first instance of large-scale wilderness preservation, in the
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public interest and not entirely for the wilderness itself, oc

curred on March 1, 1872, when a Congressional Act designated over 

two-million acres of northwestern Wyoming as Yellowstone National

Park. Several years later, the State of New York set another prece

dent by establishing a 715,000 acre ''Forest Preserve"' in the Adiron-

Jacks. With these milestones in the early history of wilderness pre- 
90

servation, the ideas of Thoreau bore fruit."

In neither case, however, did the rationale for action take

into account the aesthetic, spiritual, or cultural values of wilderness

wnich had previously stimulated appreciation. Yellowstone's initial 

advocates were not concerned with wilderness as the central purpose of 

preservation; they acted to prevent private acquisition and exploi

tation of geysers, hot springs, waterfalls and similar curiosities.

The doctrine of the "greatest good for the greatest number” was the 

central theme of this legislative Act. Wilderness was not protected

because of the value that itself possessed, instead the national nark 

21was set aside for "the enjoyment and the benefit of all the peonle."

In New York, the decisive argument that persuaded the state leg

islature to preserve the Adirondacks concerned the necessity of adequate 

forested land for a watershed and the citys’ water supply. "

In both cases, Yellowstone National Park, and Adirondacks,

wilderness was preserved unintentionally. These areas would remain

open to other exploitable purposes, namely recreation and tourist 

attractions. Only later did a few persons begin to realize that one

of the most significant results of the establishment of the first nation 

al park and state park had been the preservation of wilderness.
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Easterners, including such individuals as Nathaniel Langford

and Cornelius Hedges stand out as classic examples of eastern in

fluences on the developing West. Both Hedges and Langford were active 

in the fight for the Yellowstone Act, and by the early 1860's, they 

gained such prominence that they rose to positions of some political 

importance. Hedges would become a successful Superintendent of Public

Instruction of Montana and Langford helped organize the vigilante 

23method of administering justice and enforcing laws in the State.

Another eastern inhabitant who recognized the threatening forces

against the wild lands of the West was the poetic-geologist, John Muir.

An early advocate for wilderness preservation and a member of the newly

created Sierra Club, in 1892, Muir became intensely fearful of the

massive exploitation of the western forests and plains.

Nearly all our forests in the West are on mountains and 
cover and protect the fountains of rivers, he declared. They 
are being more and more deeply invaded and of course fires are 
multiplied, five to ten times as much lumber is burned as is 
used, to say nothing of the waste of lowlands by destructive 
floods. As sheep advance, flowers, grass, soil and poetry 
vanish.

Before 1892, it was generally assumed that because frontiers

men were good, the wilderness, as his adversary, was bad—the villain

of the national drama. But the growing concern and perception of 

many wilderness supporters prompted a re-evaluation of the role of 

primitive conditions. Many Americans recognized that wilderness was

essential for progress. Frederick Turner contended that the abundance 

of free land went hand in hand with individualism and democracy. The

villain, it appeared, was as vital to the play as the hero, and in 

view of the admirable qualities that contact with wilderness were
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thought to have produced, perhaps it was not as villainous as had been 

supposed. Sy the turn of the century, wilderness came to be regarded 

bv many, as important, .not only for spearheading the advance of civil

ization but also for bringing Americans into ■. that psychological and 

physical contact with the primitive.

The success or failure of the early wilderness movement, usually

depended on the character and leadership of individuals. The origin of 

Montana’s wilderness movement is traceable to a single individual,

Pobert Marshall. While Marshall does not rank among the roost original

students and prophets of the meaning of the American wilderness, few

have exceeded his zeal and effectiveness in crusading for the cause.

He is perhaps the most prominent individual in the community of pre

servationists and he became the example by which later Montana wilder

ness advocates followed. Through his various talents as writer, hiker,

forester and wilderness supporter, his philosophies, strategies, argu

ments and determination are reflected on wilderness advocates to this

present day.

Four basic characteristics of Montana wilderness advocates are

traceable to Marshall. These characteristics among many others, in

clude: the necessity for a determined, united, spirited almost hys

terical group of people who will fight for wilderness preservation: 

the counter-argument to the doctrine of "the greatest good for the 

greatest number," in that public policy must also respect minority 

rights; the constant argument for more land preservation, not satisfied 

vith limited acreage proposals; and finally a critical view of the prac

tices of the Forest Service, and other governmental bureaucracies whose 

initial purpose was to protect and conserve natural resources.
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Marshall is a modern preservationist. His attitudes and phil

osophies, concerning the wilderness, are reliable arguments today.

-’is underlying theme echoes the sentiments of Dr. Sigrid Olson, in 

that he saw wilderness as the necessary bridge between mans' past and

the future.

As a boy, I spent many hours in the heart of New York City, 
dreaming of Lewis and Clark and their glorious exploration into 
unbroken wilderness which embraced three-quarters of a continent. 
Occasionally, my reveries ended in terrible depression, and I 
would imagine that I had been born a century too late for genuine 
excitement.

Marshall was born on January 2, 1901 in New York City. Very 

early in his life, he developed an urge to escape the artificial edi

fices of concrete and steel that had surrounded him. Deeply influenced

bv his father, Louis Marshall, the young Bob adopted an attitude of 

’ missionary crusader" against the exploitation and development of wild 

lands. Louis Marshall was a Jewish constitutional lawyer, a fighter

for minority rights and humanitarian causes, and a vocal advocate in

the fight to preserve the Adirondacks.

Both Bob and his father spent many days in the Adirondacks.

And through this early wilderness experience, the young Marshall came

to realize that wilderness possessed values far greater than the city. 

Tt was not difficult for the young Marshall to adopt his fathers' 

missionary work for the preservation of wilderness. "I love the woods

and solitude. . . ," he explained, "(where] I should have to spend the 

• 27greater part of my lifetime. ’

Graduating from Columbia University and later studying for

estry in Syracuse, Marshall intensified his desire to be a part of
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wilderness. From the summer of 1925, to the fall of 1928, he was a 

iunior forester and later assistant silviculturist in the United 

States Forest Service at the Northern Rocky Mountain Forest Experiment 

Station, at Missoula, Montana. Marshall later remarked that ''happi

ness presupposes a static life. Thinking back and ahead, I really do

not see how I could have had a more enjoyable time, than the last three 

23and a half years in Montana."

Marshall challenged the wilderness until the day he died. Some 

say his death was caused by constant physical exertion in the wilder

ness. He became famous for his fifty-raile-a-day hikes into remote

corners of many Western States. He always believed that if one looked 

hard enough, one could find opportunities for outdoor adventure, and to 

make the best of what wilderness remained. He travelled through areas

which included; the Bitterroots Mountain Range, the Mission Mountain 

Region and the primitive Flathead forested areas.

It was one thing to support wilderness, but it was another to

physically challenge the wilds, experience the primeval lands and dis

cover ones' own limits against the forces of nature. Montana wild

erness advocates have taken up Marshall's challenges which seem two

fold; to challenge the existing political system for the protection of 

the wilderness and to challenge the wilderness itself. Many preserva

tionists have become the very hikers, travellers and challengers of

the wilderness.

Perhaps it was Marshall's inability to outgrow this compulsive 

motivating force of his early childhood experiences that led him to 

begin the crusade for wilderness preservation. He believed that "one
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of the most profound discoveries of psychology has been the demon

stration of the terrific harm caused by suppressing desires." For 

Marshall and many wilderness supporters today, civilization is the 

primary suppressing force and the importance of wilderness follows. 

Marshall was his own best example for his contention that some men had

a "psychological urge" for challenge, adventure and above all, for the 

29freedom of the wilderness.

The Montana wilderness preservationists, the Montana Wilderness

Association and the various Wildlife Federations have conducted more

than a struggle for wilderness preservation, they have continued a

crusade.

In 1934, Marshall became director of the Forestry Division of

the United States Office of Indian Affairs. It was from this vantage

point that he besieged government personnel with letters, telephone

calls and personal visits ofl behalf of wilderness. He rapidly gained 

recognition in Washington as the "champion of preservation." Marshall

became critical of the very establishment in which he worked. As an 

‘insider" in the decision-making bureaucratic system, he became exceed

ingly critical of the Forest Service's failure to protect those wild

areas under their care.

3y 1935 he delivered perhaps his most blistering attack against 

the practices of the Forest Service. The Peoples1 Forest, a narrative 

written by Marshall, sets the future course of critical reviex/ by wild

erness advocates against the bureaucratic expertise. He called atten

tion to the fact that the peoples’ forest was being devestated by the 

neglect and irresponsive policies of the Forest Service.
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Under their (Forest Service) present management, the Amer
ican forests are drifting into constantly expanding ruin. Year 
by year, the area of devastated lands keep mounting, until to
day, it has reached the appalling total of 83 million acres, to 
which nearly a million acres are being added annually. Sven 
more serious than the devastation, is the grave deterioration 
which has occurred in at least two million additional acres. 
Between devastation and deterioration, American forests and all 
the social values which they represent are indeed in a tragic 
condition.

Over four decades later, the criticism of the past is echoed.

In 1975, the Montana Wilderness Association led a fight to enact the

controversial Senate Bill #393. The wilderness advocates feared that 

several de facto wilderness areas" would be open to development by

the Forest Service. In an attempt to prevent these areas from develop

ment, until they were considered for adoption into the National Wilder

ness Preservation System, Montana's Senator Lee Metcalf and other wil

derness supporters urged the passage of a bill that would set aside 

these areas for seven years, as "study areas,7' thereby preventing

development.

Doris Milner, former President of the Montana Wilderness Asso

ciation, appeared before the Senate Subcommittee Hearings on Public

Lands. In her discussion, as well as many other deliberations, Mrs.

Milner called attention to the practices of the Forest Service.

. . .we seek protection by legislative routes for a portion 
of the wilderness heritage which the Forest Service, in its in
finite wisdom has seemed fit to ignore. The nine areas included 
in S.393 are presently on the block for roadbuilders and loggers.
I can say without reservation that had the Forest Service faith
fully carried out the direction which it received in 1967, to 
review roadless areas as to what are to be preserved, we would not 
be here today.

Not only was the Forest Service inventory (of potential wil
derness lands) hasty, inaccurate, inadequate, we think that gerry
mandering is dishonest. . ... Four months to make a critical, 
meaningful analysis and evaluation of 17 million acres, with a
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United staff, limited fieldwork. Is there any wonder con
servationists and wilderness supporters cried "FOUL'."31

As Marshall contended that every acre of forested land was

the possession of the peoples', so too was the right and the duty of

the people to act in favor of these areas.

The time has come, Marshall declared, when we must discard 
the unsocial view that our woods are the Forest Service or the 
lumbermans' and substitute the broader ideal that every acre of 
the woods in the country is rightly a part of the peoples’ 
forest.

Sy 1975, the words changed, but the determined ideal of the 

peoples' rightful ownership and duty of the forest surfaced in the 

Senate hearings. For as Mrs. Milner defended her right to speak, the

tradition laid before her was continued:

I want to draw your attention, if you have time, to look at 
this more carefully. In spite of claims that Montana is essen
tially wilderness, you can see there is precious little. . . 
there comes a time when the bureaucratic agency—look, we repre
sent the public, this is our desire.

We feel that there are areas under the Forest Service pro
cedure that simply do nbt get their day in court. The citizen 
has the right. These are our lands, your lands, and we nave a 
right to legislative routes of appeal to get relief from then.

The administrative bureaucracy has come under attack by other

preservationists. Each cited the Forest Service not as the protector

of the wilderness areas, on the contrary, they were the villain, a 

governmental agency captured by the interests of developers. Charles

Raich commented;

The great danger, is that entrenched professional bureaucracy 
will become short-sighted in its perception of the public good.
It may care so much about today's balance sheet that it forgets 
tomorrox\r's heritage.

Foresters who protected wilderness, now became instead, a 
prime threat, coveting the forest preserved in dedicated areas, 
even though it would barely meet demand for saw timber. Forests 
fall victim to ready to cut ideas. . . .34
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Other criticisms are raised against the neglect and irrespon

sible manner by which the Forest Service conduct themselves. Recent

ly, a spokesman for the Sierra Club commented, ". . . the Forest Ser

vice efforts are critically flawed." And Senator Lee Metcalf noted 

che practice of gerrymandering sections of wilderness during the

3.393 hearings:

Chief McGuire (Chief of the Forest Service), the reason why 
many people of the State of Montana and many of the national 
organizations have expressed concern about the way the Forest 
Service is administering in this area, is because you have such 
a piecemeal approach. You study a very small area at a time, 
and then permit larger areas to be clearcut.35

Bob Marshall cautioned those who supported wilderness many

years earlier. He felt basically, as do many preservationists today, 

that the survival of wilderness is too important to be left to the

whims of governmental agencies. Moreover, Marshall saw the need for

organization and unity in the face of developing forces. If the wild

erness movement was to have'any political leverage or public support,

those who believed in wilderness preservation, must present a united

front, in that the purpose of this formation would be the protection

of wilderness. In the February, 1930 issue of the Scientific

Monthly, his now classic article on "The Problems of the Wilderness."

concluded with this militant and challenging statement:

To carry out this program, it is exigent that all friends 
of the wilderness ideal should unite. If they do not present 
the urgency of their viewpoint, the other side will certainly 
capture popular support. Then it will only be a few years until 
the last escape from society will be barricaded. If that day 
arrives, there will be countless souls born to live in strangu
lation, countless human beings who will be crushed under the 
artificial edifice raised by man. There is just one hope of 
repulsing the tyrannical ambition of civilization to conquer 
every niche of the whole earth. That hone is the organization
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of spirited people who will fight for the freedom of the wild
erness.

A spirited people, determined to have wilderness at any cost, 

became the underlying unity of wilderness supporters in Montana. Pres

ervationists realised they were a small group of people, when compared 

to the numbers advocating progress and development and it would be 

only their determination and methods which could compensate for their 

size. They followed the examples set forth by the leader of the wild

erness fight. For Marshall's strong will and ability to meet the grow

ing struggle against disorganization and loss of determination or will, 

among wilderness supporters inspired a national movement that would 

later become the organizational foundation of the Wilderness Society.

If one element must be identified in the Society’s success, it would 

be the instrumental personality of Bob Marshall himself. Montana would

become the inheritor of the Marshall character.

The Montana Wilderness Association became an example of a 

spirited group of individuals who followed the Marshall character. It 

is a grassroots, independent conservation organization with over 800 

members. The Montana Wilderness Association was organized in 1955, in 

response to the national movement for a national wilderness system pro

posal. It became a citizens advocate group on the state level while

at the federal level, the struggle to enact a National Wilderness 

Preservation Act was in progress. Mrs. .Miner defines its operating

policy:

Under the impact of a rapidly expanding industrial culture, 
wilderness and wild areas in the Funned States is less than 
two percent of our national area. 'did lands have certain cher
ishable values; scientific, consemerional, historic and rec
reational. It appears unwise, bob' o'rom a cultural and economic
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standpoint to allow wilderness to disappear entirely from the 
face of the land. Montana contains a large portion of the 
remaining wilderness in the United States. It is an attempt 
to hold this resource intrust that the Montana Wilderness 
Association was formed.

Nationally and in Montana, wilderness supporters gained an 

instant notoriety about them. They were, for the most part, hyster

ical, uncompromising, determined, unsatisfied and the most dangerous 

group of people the developers of forested lands had ever met. 

iobert Wermick, in his essay Let's Spoil the Wilderness, 1965, declared,

The trumpeting voice of the wilderness lovers is heard at 
great distances these days. He is apt to be a perfectly decent 
person, but more so-hysterical. . . but why do those who espouse 
them have to be shrill and intolerant and Sanctimonious? What 
right do they have to insinuate that anyone who does not share 
their passion for the whooping crane is a Philistine and a slob? 
From the gibberish they talk, you would think the only way to 
save the bald eagle is to dethrone human reason. . . .33

Critics of the Montana Wilderness Association became aware of

the potential danger that threatened their interests. These wilder

ness advocates adopted the*characteristics of the national movement and

became the whipping post for western developers. From 1958 through the 

present, wilderness supporters continue to 'repulse the tyrannical 

ambitions of civilization." Nicholas J. Kirkmire, Executive Vice- 

President of the Federal Timber Purchasers Association, experienced 

the determined preservationists in their clash in the recent Senate 

hearings on S.393.

Montana wilderness advocates and their supporters in other 
states, are determined to have wilderness regardless of whether 
the areas are truly suitable when judged by the standards set 
forth in the Wilderness Act. . . I would respectfully point out 
that the same tactics now threatening the use of Montana com
mercial forest manageme^J; on National Forest lands are the same 
insistant people. . . .
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In a letter to Senator Frank Moss (Utah), Chairman of the

Public Lands Subcommittee, Hubert G. White, a representative of the

Townsend Lumber Mill drew attention to "the almost hysteria that seems

to be with the proponents of wilderness areas.” He said it "is caused

mainly by misinformation and lack of understanding. . . in the managed 

40forests.” And a local rancher summed up the view expressed by many

local interests when he said,

I am an avid outdoorsman, backpacker and lover of natures’ 
wonder. ... I can’t help but feel distressed to know a small 
group of individuals effectively gain the dedicated support of 
governmental officials which have been elected by and sworn to 
the representation of the majority.

The rancher identified the most pressing attack against the 

wilderness supporters. That was the accepted doctrine of ’’the greatest 

good for the greatest number.” Wilderness advocates acknowledged that 

they were a small segment of the population, and that the policy of 

setting aside vast acres of land for what appeared to be an elite few,

cannot be tolerated in a government where the majority rule.

During the height of the New Deal, Marshall, as Director of 

the Forestry Division had to contend with that argument. Communica

tions from Marshall's desk pointed out the threat that public work

projects posed to wild country. It was a difficult stand to take.

‘What makes wilderness areas more susceptible to annihilation,”

Marshall conceded, "is that the argument in favor of roads are direct 

and concrete, while those against them are subtle and difficult to 

express.” He even admitted that with the arguments fully stated,

°nly a small number would opt for the wilds. The masses either resented 

the economic loss involved in preserving wilderness, or if they placed
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recreation first, they want roads and hotels rather than trails and

camns ites.

To meet this obstacle., Marshall turned to the concents of com 

parative values and minority rights. A democratic society, he be

lieved, ought to respect the preference of those who coveted wilder

ness. The majority already had its roads and hotels; wild places, on 

the contrary, were vanishing rapidly. To be sure, many would welcome 

their extinction. • But Marshall argued, "there is a point where an 

increase in the joy of the many causes a decrease in the joy of the 

few out of all proportions to gain of the former. "-4Z

To explain the point, Marshall reminded skeptics that only a

small minority enjoyed art galleries, libraries and universities. Ye

no one would suggest making these facilities into bowling alleys, cir 

cuses, or hot-dog stands just because more people would use them. 

Quality had a claim as weIT*as quantity, and Marshall felt the prin

ciple applied equally well to the allocation of land. To this end, 

wilderness supporters not only defended their right for preservation

of wilderness, they embarked on the objective of protecting as much

pristine land as possible.

In a recent bulletin of the Sierra Club, this same contention

was emphasized, "Enlarging the wilderness has been and will continue 

43to be the major effort for conservation groups around the country.1'

And the Montana Wilderness Association had similar ambitions;

Time and time again, we hear the question, and especially 
those of us in the Montana Wilderness Association or any other 
organization involved with wilderness protection, how much 
wilderness do we need? My answer {^explains Mrs. Milnerj , all 
we have and much more. We should have at least ten per cent of
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our land surface set aside as open, undeveloped, natural 
America. . . We have some 2,011 billion acres of continental 
land area. Would it not be a sign of our environmental sen
sitivity to determine that at least 200 million acres of our 
better than two billion acres should be free of asphalt?^

Other fears continue to plague forest developers, especially

.n Montana. From the passage of the Wilderness Act 1964, to the more 

-cent controversy of ''wilderness study areas," the question of how 

uch land is only limited by how much the wilderness supporters can 

ave from the developing society.

The wilderness movement, and its participation in Montana is

n example of Ralph Waldo Emerson's definition of an institution as 

the lengthened shadow of one man." Robert Marshall set the formula 

y which his predecessors would continue the struggle for wilderness 

reservation. Whether it be the ambitious character of the man, or 

he simple beliefs expressed in his many writings, he truly exempli- 

ies the very nature of preservation.

Marshall was a realist. He experienced many defeats in his

ifelong struggle for the protection of wild lands. But his greatest

ear was not the possibility of losing the fight for certain areas of

ilderness to the developing society, it was instead, the possibility

t losing a strong-willed and determined peoples' belief that they

ould actually prevent the advance of civilization. Prior to his death

n 1939, Marshall addressed himself to this question.

We're all young enough that we'll probably meet many defeats 
in the next fifty years in the struggle for civil liberties and 
a decent economic system for this country and for democracy in 
the world at large. It is even conceivable that when we die we 
still will not have won the fight. That's happened before to 
many generations of people who have been working for goals which 
would make human beings happier. But win or lose, it will be
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grand fun fighting and knowing that whatever we do in the right 
direction will help eventual victory.4 5

Nearly a million acres of Montana's most alluring forest 

country now stands as a memorial to Bob Marshall, spokesman and organ

izer of the elaborate system of Wilderness Areas of the United States

Forest Service, his initiation for a wilderness preservation system

and his example as preservationists advocate.

Designation as the Bob Marshall Primitive Area was made by 

Secretary of Agriculture, Henry A. Wallace, August 16, 1940 on the

recommendation of the Forest Service.

Distinctive among Wilderness Areas, whose nature too often is 

a mountain range backbone and its adjoining mountain slopes and minor 

stream valleys, the Bob Marshall Wilderness has the quality of several 

main valleys with their accessory mountain ranges. It is not just a 

wilderness left over after progressive encroachment of unrestricted

development had ceased. In so vast a wild region, one could roam for 

weeks without crossing his tracks. The smoke of a thousand camp fires

might never merge.

Expansive wilderness at its best, it is the kind of country 

Bob loved, more interesting to him, too, because of a difficult prob

lem with social as well as scientific aspects. Here were some of his

earlier wilderness explorations, where he made a number of his memor

able fifty-mile-a-day hikes, when he was a staff member of the Northern 

Pocky Mountain Experiment Station, at Missoula, Montana. Here also,

wilderness influenced his character, in that his challenge of the wild

erness, lay not only in the wild lands against man, but more import

antly, in the continuing struggle to preserve this land and in so doing
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would cast man against man.

Hell does this wilderness and this State keep green his 

memory, his determination, his crusade. It is fitting indeed to have 

the Sob Marshall Wilderness Area a part of Montana, and Montana a part

of Sob Marshall.



CHAPTER III

THE WOLF IN SHEEPS' WOOL

A wilderness, in contrast with those areas where man and his 
own works dominate the landscape, is hereby recognized as an area 
where the earth and its community of life are untrammeled by man, 
where man himself is a visitor who does not remain.4^

Within the lengthy context of the Wilderness Act of 1964, are

found these rather brief and simple words. They express the beginnings 

of a commitment, on the part of the national government and American 

society, to preserve and protect wild-lands and pristine areas from the

development of man.

On September 3, 1964, in the White House Rose Garden, President 

Lyndon Johnson signed this Wilderness Act into Law. "On that day," 

Michael Frome wrote, "the United States became the first country in the 

long record of civilization to proclaim through law a recognition of 

wilderness in its way of life, as part of its culture and its legacy

to the future."

The nation had a permanent wilderness system at last and a 

legal definition of wilderness itself. It was composed by Howard 

Zahniser mainly, but as one rereads, one detects echoes of Aldo Leopold, 

hob Marshall and John Muir. On that day, the national legislative body 

passed more than an Act, it proclaimed an awareness and a commitment 

that land would be set aside for the protection and preservation of 

Itself. Wilderness was recognized as an area where the earth and its

community of life are untrammeled by man, where man himself is a visitor 

47■"-O does not remain.
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For the wilderness advocates, the Act was both a personal and 

c public accomplishment of the first magnitude. For eight long years, 

beginning in 1956, the bitter struggle to enact a wilderness bill wit

nessed a split in the conservation movement, political confusion, alle

gations, numerous public proclamations of fear and a bitter showdown, 

between two separate perceptions: one of the users and the other of

the preservers.

National events influenced Montanans concerning the wilderness 

proposals. The conflict which engendered the proponents and opponents

of wilderness preservation became more heated and controversial in the

State. A Montana newspaper described the events this way:

The Battle of the Wilderness is being fought again. Judging 
by what one sees in the newspapers around the state, this scrap 
is being conducted almost as viciously as the Civil War fracas, 
except that the combatants are scattered around more/0

Two identifiable camps emerged in Montana. On the one hand, the

preservationists contended for total protection of several millions of

acres of federally owned national forest land, and on the other hand,

wanv conservationists as well as western developers accepted the con

cepts of "multiple-use," which were the established practices whereby 

the Forest Service controlled the usage of forested lands. The history 

of the conservation necessarily deals with more than the crusade against 

exploiters. There must be room for that appropriately bitter struggle 

within the movement itself, between the user and the saver. The ori

gins of this ideological split, which effected the historical develop

ment of wilderness preservation in Montana, can be traced directly to 

the actions of two influential conservationists, Gifford Pinchot and

Joan Muir.
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Hara were two men destined to be the most influential spokes

men for conservation and preservation of their time. In 1397, Gifford

Pinchot helped shape policies in the Forest Service. As a forester, 

and a wise politician, he argued that forest lands should be managed

rather than locked up. He knew the bitterness that conservation pol

icies had spread through the West. To irritate any further the West

erners, who felt put upon by eastern do-gooders, would be to jeopardize 

any hope of wilderness protection.

John Muir was the voice crying in the Sierra wilderness. He

dedicated his adult like to one argument—total preservation of wilder

ness, meaning the exclusion of any interests which might endanger the

orisfiine value of the land.

In the summer of 1897, Cornelius W. Bliss, Secretary of the 

Interior under President William McKinley, appointed Pinchot a "con

fidential forest agent," toxkeep an eye on the designated reserves and 

submit recommendations to him. Pinchot toured the country that summer,

campaigning for his forestry plans while placating the various western

interests, who feared they would be locked out of the forest reserves. 

In the State of Washington, Pinchot calmed sheepmens’ fears by telling 

them he saw no harm in letting them graze their animals in the reserves 

Unknown to Pinchot, John Muir was in the state that day, stopping there 

on the way home from a trip to Alaska. Muir was stunned when he read 

-is long time friend's statement in the local newspaper. Still carry

ing the newspaper, he went to the hotel where Pinchot was staying.

'Are you correctly quoted here?" Muir demanded of Pinchot.
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Pinchot, knowing he was being overheard by several reporters

nearby, could not compromise in this situation. He acknowledged that 

he had bean correctly quoted. "Then I want nothing more to do with

At that moment more than a friendship split. The American con

servation movement broke in two, which laid the structure for future

conflict, particularly in the State of Montana.

For Muir, the wilderness was a temple in which man needed to

seek the refreshment—literally the rebirth—of body, mind and spirit; 

though he recognized the value of forest products, water power, live

stock and mining, all of these, he believed with all his heart and soul, 

took their places behind the primary purpose of preserving the diminish

ing wilderness. Pinchot believed otherwise; the forests' salvation was 

through use, its trees to be nerpetually renewed through wise manage

ment. He embraced the concept of "multiple-use," but recreation, wild

life preservation, and all the other values ultimately must fall into 

line behind the primary value of utility: forests are for cutting.

Through the influential politics of Pinchot and others, the

values expressed in the concept of multiple-use was planted in the

conservation movement. By 1905, Secretary of Agriculture, James Wilson

echoed the very sentiments expressed by Pinchot:

In the administration of the forest reserves, it must be 
clearly borne in mind that all land is to be devoted to its most 
productive use for the permanent good of the whole people and not 
for the temporary benefit of individuals. All the resources of 
forest reserves are for use, and this wise use must be brought 
about in a thoroughly prompt, businesslike manner.

You will see to it that water, wood and forage of the reserves 
are conserved and used wisely. Where conflicting interests must 
be reconciled, the question will always be decided from the stand-
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point of the greatest good for the greatest number in the long 
run.50

Decades later, Forester W. S. Greeley refined the usage of 

multiple-use and formulated the concept into public policy. He re

quested an inventory of possible areas of national forest and wild

land areas to be considered in policy formation. The regional survey 

resulted in the original L-20 Forest Service Regulation in 1929, by 

-hich the wilderness lands were to be established as primitive areas.

multiple-use was an-integral part of the development of the regulation.

in part the regulation states:

The Forester shall determine, define and permanently record 
a series of areas to be known as primitive areas and within which 
will be maintained primitive conditions of environment, trans
portation, habitation and subsistence, with a view of conserving 
the value of such areas for purposes of education and recreation 
. . . the principle of highest use will prevail.

For years, western developers opposed and chafed under the

administration of public logging, mining and grazing lands by the For-

ast Service and other federal agencies. Pinchot encountered constant 

friction from western timber industries. Administratively, the agen

cies frequently buckled under the industrial pressures and released 

thousands of acres for usage.

Ey 1960, Congress enacted the Multiple Use and Sustained Yield 

Law, redefining the purposes of the national forests and western wild 

lands as the enhancement of recreation, soil, range, timber, watershed, 

wildlife, fishing, mining and grazing, based on the most judicious use

of the land for some or all of these resources. The Forest Service

•’as directed, through the policy of sustained yield, to manage forests 

for maximum continuous production of desirable kinds. "The law,"
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Michael Frome notes, "was a measure for the Forest Service which gave

it legislative 'carte blanche' to do almost anything it wished under 

5the mantle of professional expertise."

Commercial interests were promoted over the broader concerns of

the public who had been lulled into inattention by the notion of fair 

slay under the multiple-use concepts on federal lands. Ideally, 

multiple-use meant that the forests were open to many compatible uses, 

from timber, mining and grazing to watershed protection, and wildlife 

management. But ardent conservationists continually asked how they

might interpret multiple-use. Does it refer to the multinle-use of

every acre in the national forest, or to the forest as a whole? Appar

ently, the conservationists were convinced that the second interpreta

tion was valid, otherwise grazing, mining, timber, and recreation would

take place on every acre of the forest. In that case, conservationists

argued, a system of land classification should be established so that

marts of the forest could be set aside for commercial use and other

oarts, designated as wilderness, thus satisfying in part, user and 

saver. This ideal had not been put into practice by the Forest Service, 

since the special interests holding the most power tended to exclude 

other users from the forests they controlled. David Bower, a spokes

man for the Sierra Club, called attention to the Forest Services' con

cent of multiple-use as "a political scientists' dream."

Multiple-use was more than what could happen, theoretically 
on land, Bower wrote. It was also what could be brought to bear, 
actually, on people. It established a protective cordon for 
interest groups. . . a game of musical chairs under the trees.53

A dream it was not. Multiple-use became a nightmare for wild

erness enthusiasts. The notion that the land and its resources must be
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:jsed crowded out the hopes nurtured by a small band of preservation

ists and wildlife enthusiasts that a part of wild America might be

oreserved for its own sake.

Illustrative of the effect multiple-use had on wilderness areas

in America was found in a survey of roadless areas, conducted by the 

University of California's Wildland Research Center, in 1961. Using 

essentially the same criteria as was used in a 1926 Forest Service sur

vey, it found only 17 million acres of wilderness in 19 units—down 

:'rom the 55 million acres in 74 units in 1926. The rate of loss over 

a 35 year period was in excess of one million acres per year, .tad more 

disheartening for the preservationists, there was no let up in sight.

The Forest Service, committed by its very origins to commer
cial development, was even more vulnerable to excessive pres
sures. Only public pressures kept some tracts from the axe 
that had earlier been set aside as wilderness areas. But not 
even the protests of Oregon's Senators Neuberger and Wayne Morse, 
could save 53,900 acres in the Three Sisters Wilderness Area from 
commercial intrusion in the 1950's. The Forest Service opened 
"wild lands" to roads fbr public travel, landing strips for 
planes, mining projects, grazing lands for sheep and cattle. 
'Private interests,' Senator Neuberger explained, 'dictate the 
terms and conditions under which the general public can go on 
to federal lands. Today the Federal government is not the master 
of all its domain.

The era was ripe for reaction. As the wilderness advocates

viewed the constant destruction and exploitation of forested lands, they 

also realized that present systems of protection and preservation were 

futile. Wilderness battles were widespread and disorganized. They con

centrated on specific areas, not national policies . Sparked by this 

realization, wilderness advocates embarked on a national crusade to

enact a proposal that would become known as the National Wilderness 

"reservation System.
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Ir. 1956, after years of planning and designing, Howard 

Zahniser, a former newspaper reported who became executive director 

of the Wilderness Society, conceived the idea of a national preserva

tion system. The National Citizens' Planning Conference on Parks 

and Open Spaces for the American People and the Sierra Clubs' Fourth

Biennial Wilderness Conference endorsed Zahniser's idea. Zahniser

and others helped persuade Senator Hubert Humphrey and Representative

John P. Saylor to introduce the bills to the Second Session of the

Zighty-Fourth Congress in June of 1957. Other sponsors of the Wilder

ness Bill included, Senators Richard Neuberger and Wayne Morse, and
55

Renresentative Lee Metcalf of Montana.

As written in large part by Zahniser, the first wilderness bill

stated that it was the intent of Congress "to secure for the American 

people of present and future generations the benefits of an enduring 

resource of wilderness." The original bill went on to itemize eighty 

areas in the National Forests, including the 3ob Marshall Primitive

'rea, forty-eight in the National Parks and Monuments, twenty in

'ational Wildlife Refuges and Ranges, and fifteen on Indian reserva

tions which, after certain approvals, would constitute the National

"’ilderness Preservation System. Influenced by the thinking of Bob

'larshall, Zahniser included a National Wilderness Preservation Council 

of federal land administrators and private citizens. The Council was 

to gather information concerning wilderness and make recommendations

to Congress and the President for the maintainence and expansion of the

reserved areas.

The plan was a basic one indeed. It created a wilderness
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system that would encompass areas already set aside as wild, nrim

itive or undeveloped. These areas would be administered by the fed

eral agencies in whose care they were already lodged, however, the 

bill would make wilderness preservation a statutory directive from 

Congress to the administrative agencies. Multiple-use was replaced 

by a single-use concept. The Forest Service would be relieved of 

excessive political pressures from develoners to build roads, reser

voirs, and other developments in remote areas of its domain.

After seven years of study and four wilderness conferences 
in which hundreds of resource managers and conservationists 
participated, David Bower notes, a bill was drafted to reflect 
their consensus as nearly as possible. In Washington, D.C.,
. . . three of us submitted to the Forest and Park Services 
the first draft of that bill to establish a national wilderness 
preservation system. Within a few hours, and long before advice 
and councel (sic) was received—copies of this draft were in the 
hands of the American Mining Congress, the stockmen and the 
Chamber of Commerce.

Even before its introduction, the Wilderness Bill faced bitter

opposition from western commercial interests, developers, residents

and federal agencies. The tremendous public relations offensive

launched by the developers delayed the Wilderness Bill's enactment

for eight years. Rumors, misinformation and intentional distractions

spread throughout the nation. "Word has gotten out in opposition to

this bill," Senator Humphrey reported, "that we are contemplating

going out here and there and grabbing up lands that belong to some- 

5 8body else and are really going to upset a whole land-use economy."

These allegations were far from true. Only lands already in

-adaral ownership were eligible to be included in the bill’s provisions, 

and within the federal lands only those areas best suited for wilderness
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preservation and not at present being used for other purposes were 

to be approved for the system. Some of the most effective opposition 

to the bill came from those agencies whose administrative grip on the 

lands promised to be strengthened by the Sill.

’lontana was far from being isolated from the mass rumors and 

misinformation concerning the wilderness proposal. An editorial in

the Phillips County News observed:

As is customary with any controversial proposal, there is 
too much uninformed noise being created over this legislation. 
Also, as is customary, it appears that the noisier the partisan 
or opponent, the less he knows about the contents of the measure 
he is screaming about.59

The greatest danger facing the preservationists was the in

ability, for many years, to convince the public-at-large that the 

wilderness proposal was less than what their opponents viewed it as. 

Nationally, many themes recurred again and again in the opposition 

of the bill. A. P. Morris of the Kennecott Copper Corporation des

cribed the alleged "Red Menace" behind the bill:

Certainly the Soviet Union, the enemy of the free world, 
would be delighted with the passage of such legislation that 
would limit the development of the natural mineral resources 
given us by a bountiful providence. . . The enemy of the free 
world is doing everything possible to explore and exploit the 
mineral resources of not only its own territory, but that of 
the countries behind the Iron Curtain.

For the land users, the wilderness proposal had to be delayed 

for as long as possible. All of the stops were pulled. In 1958, the 

Anaconda Company and the Phelps Dodge Corporation urged their stock

holders to protest the Wilderness Bill in letters to their Congress

men. In an annual dividend notice to its stockholders, Kennecott 

'opper attacked the bill, contending that it violated the multiple-use
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nrinciole and discriminated against miners.

It was imperative for the wilderness advocates to overcome 

the massive propaganda warfare conducted during the early years of

the Wilderness Bill's battle. Time, the essential element, with re

gards to whether any area would be preserved, was running out. By 

1961, the propaganda warfare reached hysterical stages. A local naws- 

naoer in Hamilton, Montana criticized the tactics used by wilderness

oooonents:

All sorts of misinformation has, and is peddled by these 
groups, in an effort to fool the public into action against 
the wilderness legislation.

Lumberworkers and their families are made to fear for their 
jobs. Businessmen are warned that industries will die out if 
the Wilderness Bill becomes law.

Outlandish misstatements of facts concerning what the Wilder
ness Bill would do and would not do have been disseminated. Uny 
fortunately, explanation of it, have swallowed this propaganda.

Senator Lee Metcalf found, himself answering many of the allega

tions that appeared in newspapers throughout the State. In a letter 

addressed to James R. larcombe, Publisher of the Phillips County News,

with the intention to clarify his position and the misinformation of an

editorial:

Your editorial on the Wilderness bill and the story of the 
farmer protest is surprising in that the interpretation given to 
Wilderness bill varies from what the most vehement opponents 
gave it in Committee and on the Senate floor. I can well under
stand the concert not only of farmers directly affected but of 
all those indirectly affected with the bill as you described. J

Congress lavisned more time and effort on the wilderness bill

than on any other measure in American conservation history. From 

June, 1957, until May. 1964, there were nine separate hearings on the

proposal, generating ever six thousand pages of testimony. Explanation

of the bill was in ant of itself difficult, but after numerous
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modifications, amendments and rewritings, preservationists found 

f'ie task nearly impossible. This enhanced the extraordinary delay 

ir. reaching a decision.

Compromise became the hallmark of survival for the bill, 

"hroughout the battling years, its sponsors removed all impractical 

provisions from the bill, they showed that they intended to create no 

'new wilderness," take no land off the local tax rolls, abolish no jobs 

Politically, compromise and each disclaimer served only to stiffen the

will of the anti-wilderness forces.

The very fact that the livestock interests, lumber and other

commercial interests were so ruthlessly fighting this bill, was evi

dence to the preservationists that they were actually opposed to any 

reasonable safeguards for any public area. The pious words uttered by 

the developers and their concern for "conservation" were forgotten 

\’hen they faced a practical^program to preserve it.

Perhaps the most striking feature of the wilderness battle in 

’'ontana was not the bitter opposition of the wilderness developers,

though their influence both political and emotional was powerful, but 

more importantly was the way Montana developers presented themselves

in the opposition to the Wilderness Bill. Tne opposition to the bill

clothed themselves under the shadow of Gifford Pinchot and the phil

osophy of multiple-use. Developers, who for years had chafed under 

the administration of public logging, mining and grazing lands by the 

federal agencies, suddenly launched a campaign to tell the public and 

the preservation advocates how much they admired the Forest Service’s 

‘wise management" of the lands entrusted to its care. Stockmen who had
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railed against the Forest Service as '’despotic," and who had spon

sored legislation to take the grazing lands out of its hands, now ex

pressed perfect satisfaction with its policies. Montana lumber inter

ests, miners, stockmen and other developers invoked the name of Gifford

Pir.chot, in support of their condemnation of the Wilderness Bill. 

Developers backed away from their previously staunch opposition to pre

served areas and in fact supported the idea of wilderness preserves as 

-•ould be determined under the present policies of multiple-use.

The editor of the Western Mews identified this apparent change

of attitude of the developers.

It is interesting to observe among the opponents of the pend
ing Wilderness legislation some lumbering interests. They join 
with fellow protesting grazing interests and mining groups in 
deploring the enactment of S.174 (Wilderness Bill) because it 
will, they say, end "multiple-use" of the public domain!

It would be difficult to find any group which fought "multiple- 
use" of the public domain any more furiously than each of these 
three interests, each seeking to reap greater profits from pub
licly owned property. >

Now these groups have a community of interest. They have 
banded together in an effort to defeat S.174, wreck the Wilder
ness Area movement and reserve to themselves enjoyment of the 
exploitation of these remnants of the forests.

In a Senate hearing, held on the Wilderness Bill in Oregon, 

Senator Neuberger managed to pin down W. D. Hagenstein of the Industrial 

Forestry Association in admitting to the reversal of the lumber inter

ests’ policies. When asked by Neuberger whether Hagenstein thought 

tnosa who opposed Pinchot’s proposals in 1907 for the forest reserves 

'•■’ere mistaken, he replied, "Looking back on it, I would agree with 

you that they were."65

For Montana preservationists, the wolf was dressed in sheep's 

•'ool. Indeed strange bedfellows were beginning to speak up from under
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the blanket of conservation. 'National land resource management was 

working well,” declared the Montana Association of Grazing Districts 

in a convention held in Roundup, Montana on November 23, 1961. In a

resolution adopted by the Association it stated, "... the bill would

impose inflexible system controls and make difficult any adjustment

to changing conditions in the future.” The resolution made it clear

that the Association was opposed to any more legislation (on wilderness), 
66

'•at not to wilderness areas, which it said "are being preserved."

Among others who blanketed themselves under the contention of 

conservation and who spoke out against the proposed law were the Western 

fine Association of Montana, representing lumber trade groups with some

50 member mills in the State, in 1962. In an article that appeared in 

the Independent Record, headlined, "WTildemess Bill Opposition Expected 

to be Renewed By Montanans," Robert Helding of Libby, spokesman for 

the organization, pointed out that there were 9,700 persons directly

employed in Montana logging and lumbering operations. He stressed

that:

It is this association which feels the Wilderness Bill errs 
in principle because it does not provide for "wise-use" of 
natural resources. It contends that there already is legisla
tion, the Multiple-Use Act of 1960, which authorizes wilderness 
as a valid use, that inclusion of vast areas in wilderness areas 
provide difficult control problems in the event of forest fires, 
insect or disease incursions
bury our resources and appoi

The Montana Farmer-Stockmen Reporter sounded their opposition 

to the wilderness legislation stating, "Montana Farmer-Stockmen is 

Inclined to believe that any desirable improvement in the national 

■ilderness policy can be brought through the agencies already operating 

in this field." It went on to list the reasons why they were opposed

and the pass a: 
: a custodian.'

;e of the bill would
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to the pending wilderness legislation. Each statement defended the

established practices of the existing federal agencies as well as

expressing satisfaction with the status quo.

A.) There are millions of acres of lands in the western states 
which by their very nature will necessarily remain permanently 
as wilderness areas.
3.) Present laws affecting wilderness areas are adequate and 
are functioning well. —,
C. ) The measure {^Wilderness Bill; is so loosely and broadly 
drawn that its administrative body would become a powerful 
pressure group in attacking the present sensible and multi
purpose development of federal lands.
D. ) If there is any real need of further protection for wilder
ness areas, such protection and administration can better be 
accomplished through nresent agencies like the Forest Service.

In Washington, the Department of Agriculture echoed the senti

ments expressed by concerned western developers in a statement to 

Congress. At the heart of the department's opposition was the fear

that certain of its perogatives would be usurped by a directive of

Congress.

3y tending to freeze the status quo of existing wilderness- 
type areas, the bill would strike at the heart of the multiple- 
use policy of national forest administration.69

Principle opposition to the Wilderness bill came from those in 

the West who objected to the plan on the grounds that the bill was 

totally unnecessary, that it errs in principle, that it would prevent

multiple-use of thousands of acres, (in fact 27 million acres for 

Montana in one count), that it posed a multitude of new problems of 

forest production, and that if enacted, it was thought that Congress 

would lose positive control of wilderness area inclusion due to the 

way in which the proposal was written.

Many western newspapers who opposed the bill repeated these

contentions in their criticism of the bill and frequently quoted
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•nox Marshall of Sacramento, California in this statement:

I think I know what I’m talking about when I say that in 
my considered opinion, the Wilderness Bill will not secure the 
wilderness desired, will hinder the production and use of com
modities essential to our civilization ^without justification) 
and that adequate roadless areas will be available for the 
wilderness recreationists under the present land management 
policies.7®

As Montana developers identified themselves more and more with

the philosophies of conservation and as followers of Gifford Pinchot, 

thev unleashed a bitter criticism against those "elite few" whose only 

purpose was to ’lock up" potential wilderness areas for their own pur

poses. Wrapping themselves firmly in the blanket of conservation, 

they were able, by a deft use of semantics, to point an accusing finger 

at their opponents' philosophical nakedness and branding them as "pres

ervationists" foreign to the thinking of Montana conservationists. In

essence, there was an attempt, by the multiple-users of wilderness, to

take the offensive against the preservationists. Denying that their

nrimary purpose for this new attitude was the defeat of the Wilderness

bill, developers argued for policies establishing wilderness preserves, 

suggesting that a national wilderness system proposal was not necessary

and in fact dangerous.

Montana developers expanded the idea of multiple-use of natural

resources to political equations. The previous contention that any 

decision must satisfy and provide for "the greatest number" reappeared 

in many publications.

Laurance S. Rockefeller, chairman of the Outdoor Recreation

Review Commission asserted in a local.Montana newspaper:
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I don’t agree with the wilderness boys who want to put these 
natural resources into a deep freeze for future generations.
I’m for conservation and use. . ., we need new thinking about 
the use of wilderness recreation lands.

Ralph Miracle, Secretary of the Montana Stockgrowers Associa

tion discussed a previous pro-preservation editorial in one of his

Letters to the editor:

One letter written to you on this matter explaining that 
her family had made use of the Bob Marshall (^Region) at nominal 
cost indicates that the writer may not realize we already have 
nine wilderness and primitive areas in Montana . . . comprising 
some two million acres of national forest in addition to most of 
both national parks. The present matter at large is not whether 
we are to have wilderness areas or not. Everyone is in favor of 
maintaining those that are practical. . . any additional legisla
tion at this time would add confusion and create obstacles which 
might well impede the development which will serve the most people 
in the best way.?2

The minority preservationists were not only described as an

; elite few,'1 but also as outsiders threatening to disrupt the processes

of Montanas' development. Critics of the wilderness advocates also 

■’ascribed them as "rich and strong," and ’’selfish individuals who were 

threatening to lock up huge chunks of land for their own purpose.

Vt editorial in the Independent Record noted that:

There is increasing evidence that more and more of the public 
are becoming aware of the threat to recreation in the Wilderness 
bill proposals which would lock up vast, roadless areas which 
could be enjoyed only by the rich and the strong. . . to deny 
public access to the hinterland. . . will be to force overuse 
of the small areas which are open and thus threaten them with 
rum. 'J

The Montana-Stockmen Reporter described the preservationists

■••s a comparatively small number of sportsmen who could afford ex

pensive pack trips into such primitive areas,and the Western News

'•xnlained:
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... a comparatively few avid outdoorsmen have been most 
vocal in promoting the Wilderness bill. Probably 90 per cent 
of the population would never visit a wilderness area other than 
a national park. Yet all of the people of the nation would be 
denied any productive uses of the wilderness areas.

We feel Congress should take another good look before lock
ing up millions of acres of land in a legislative deep freeze.
The timber and mineral resources of the area should not be 
wasted.

A statement made by Senator Allott Gordon (Colorado) , which 

appeared in the Great Falls Tribune several months before the Wilder

ness proposal passed summed up the argument:

I can find the word ’conservation' used only once in the 
bill itself. . . the measure would lock up enormous areas of 
wilderness for the exclusive use o.f a few tourists and visitors 
who like to ride horseback (apparently referring to Associate 
Justice William 0. Douglas and Secretary of the Interior Stewart 
Udall and their pack trips into the Bob Marshall Region).

Other arguments were raised against the wilderness proposal.

If we'd had roads, we could have stooped it—certainly held 
the damage down in spite of wind. The men did a great job—they 
did things it's not possible to do—but the damage was done be
fore they ever got a chance to stop it 1^7

The Western Equipment and Timber newspaper, which served western

lumber industries, used this statement from a Montana fire fighter to

demonstrate its opposition to the proposed federal wilderness area bill.

The fire fighter was talking about the gigantic Sleeping Child fire in

western Montana that occurred in 1961. Said the publication:

The obvious lack of roads and firebreaks allowed high winds 
to sweep flames from ridge to ridge across this broad Rocky 
Mountain wilderness. Thousands of acres were lost as men worked 
furiously to provide the crudest trails for themselves and their 
equipment.

Indicted for this disaster was the philosophy of preservation

and the contention that a wilderness area must remain as natural as

possible. The Western Eauipment and Timber News editors commented:
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This disaster has written the tragic answer to Justice 
William 0. Douglas and every other well-meaning, misguided 
’nreservationist’ who contends that we must save our forests 
by keeping them roadless, peonleless and undeveloped. Nature 
said the last road.?'

The wilderness proposal also raised questions as to whether

a constitutional alteration of power would occur. The proposal gave

the Secretary of the Interior and other agencies the power to init

iate action on specific wilderness areas, and Congress would only

exercise an affirmative or negative vote on the proposal. After much

deliberation, it was found that this decision-making process was the 

only practical procedure for setting aside wilderness areas. How

ever, several Montanans viewed it differently. In an address to the

^ort Peck Reserve Committee, Representative James F. Battin of eastern

Montana stated:

Under the constitutional law, Congress is charged with the 
responsibility of supervising and managing all public domain 
lands. In essence, tlte bill is an abdication of power.

I personally want to support wilderness legislation for I
think we recognize the need, but unless the present bill is
changed to conform to the constitution, I would be unable to ansupport it.

In retrospect, Representative Battin never did support the Wilderness

bill.

Editorials appeared throughout the state, analyzing the danger

ous constitutional implications a wilderness bill would have in the

government. Clearly, these indictments, served only as an argument

against wilderness preserves as a national policy, and not entirely 

the fear of a concentrated power in the Executive.

The editor of the Phillips County News described a meeting he 

iad with Freshman Congressman, Morris Udall in 1962. Finding Udall's
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explanation of the wilderness bills' "intent' unacceptable, the 

editor wrote:

The heart of the matter does not lie merely in reserving 
these vast hunks of our commonly owned real estate for the enjoy
ment of present and future Americans. The bill takes the Wilder
ness management away from Congress and the Department of the In
terior and vests complete authority in the individual Secretary.

The Udalls and others who share their political philosophy 
sees nothing, wrong with this trend toward concentrating the man
agement of more and more general public business into fewer and 
fewer hands.31

Senate hearings were conducted throughout the country for many 

years. Because of problems encountered in these hearings, the massive 

influence developers had on the decision-makers in Washington and the

realisation that time was running out for wilderness areas, preserva

tionists reluctantly compromised several important elements, in order

to persuade the House of Representatives to accept the wilderness pro

posal.

After several sessions of Congress, the preservationists managed

to pilot the bill through the House Committee on Public Lands, chaired

by Wayne Aspinall (Colorado) who had effectively stalled the wilder

ness bill for three years. In April, 1964, both Houses of Congress

agreed on a final draft written in the Conference Committee.

The Wilderness Act was a revised, watered down national policy— 

liferent in scope and design from the first wilderness bill proposed.

i'ha Act eliminated entirely the concept of the National Wilderness

reservation Council and established a process of wilderness inclusion 
o 7

into the National Wilderness Preservation System.u'

Units initially included in the Wilderness System when the Act

became law were 9.1 million acres in fifty-four units of national
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forest lands then called "wild lands or areas." Not included in the 

"ilderness System, but accorded limited protection, were 5.5 million 

acres in thirty-four national forest areas then designated as nrimi

tive areas. This acreage is protected by law against logging, roads, 

motor vehicles and equipment, but it is still open to mining, dam

development, utility installations, livestock grazings and other limit- 

83ed usages.

For areas protected in the Wilderness System, roads and their

development are not allowed under any circumstances except in cases

where the administrating agency deems it necessary to preserve the char

acter of the wilderness areas. With a limited number of exceptions, th

only commercial enterprise allowed are those servicing wilderness rec

reation users, such as packers, outfitters, and guides. Commercial

timber cutting, for example, is prohibited unless authorized by the 

Secretary of Agriculture in Connection with a program to control fires, 

insects or disease. Temporary roads, structures, installations, motor

vehicles and equipment, motorboats, aircraft landing and other forms of 

mechanical transport are not allowed for the general public use, but 

can only be undertaken by the agency as required for administering the

area.

Because of the powerful lobbying of miners, prosnecting for 

mineral resources in a "manner compatible with wilderness preserva

tion 1 can continue indefinitely, within the wilderness units. Further, 

the U.S. Geological Survey and the Bureau of Mines are to plan and con

duct recurrent surveys of the mineral values within the units. Until 

H34, national forest wilderness units will be open to the filing of 

•'icing claims, and the Secretary of Agriculture can require that areas
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on claims disturbed by mining be restored as near as practicable to

a natural condition.

Other developments and usages of the wilderness include, water 

projects such as dams and appurtenant utilities subject to a Presiden

tial finding in the public interest, and within these areas grazing is

permitted to continue under reasonable regulations, with the wilder-

ness character to be the determining factor."

The Wilderness Act also established a process by which all 

’national forest primitive areas, all roadless units more than 5,000 acre

•Ln size within the National Park System and the National Wildlife Re

fuge and other areas are to be reviewed by the Secretaries of Agricul

ture and Interior respectively by 1974, to determine which units should

be recommended to Congress for inclusion into the Wilderness System.

The Act, however, did not include areas 'potential'1 for inclusion (de 

8 7facto wilderness) in this mandatory review/

In order for an area to qualify for inclusion into the National

ilderness Preservation System, the administering agencies must look to 

fne definition set down in the Wilderness Act. They must consider

nether specified characteristics exist before any recommended areas 

can be considered for inclusion. The potential wilderness area must

1ederally-owned, though non-federally owned inholdings may exist 

athin a minor share of the area. The land must appear to have been

primarily affected by forces of nature, with mans' impact substantially 

unnoticeable throughout the entire area (this requirement will concern 

preservationists in de facto wilderness areas), and the unit must have

'utstanding opportunities for solitude or a primitive and unconfined
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I
 kind of recreation. The unit must be at least 5,000 acras in size, or,

if smaller, it must be large enough to be used but still feasibly pre

served in an unimpaired condition. Finally, the area must include 

features of interest for scientific, ecological and geological, edu

cational, cultural, scenic or historical reasons.85

To western developers, the Wilderness Act appeared to be a

victory for their interests, many provisions in the Act can support

this contention. A Montana newspaper observed:

That it has been changed for the better is due to the fact 
that Westerners interested in the development of the resources 
of their area refused to accept the dictation of outsiders.

Preservationists were disappointed at the discrepancy between

the final Act and their original conceptions of a wilderness bill. But 

what they achieved through national enactment was more than a watered 

down policy for wilderness preservation, they managed to convince the 

national legislative body to, accent the ideology that the nation had a 

permanent wilderness system at last and a legal definition of wilder

ness itself. Wilderness was proclaimed through law, and that it was

part of its culture and its legacy to the future.

For the first time in the long history of the wilderness battle,

preservationists took the offensive. Previously, the wilderness sup

porters had been largely concerned with defending development in par

ticular regions. As a result of the enactment of the National Wilder

ness Preservation System, the attention turned to a look at wilderness 

areas as a whole and would be given an unprecedented degree of pro

tection to wild country from the national Congress. Any alteration 

of wilderness systems, in a larger perspective, would be illegal.
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And finally, wilderness areas were protected and recognized as

valuable in and of itself, that man was not superior to the land, but

the land had an equal right to exist as did man.

Wilderness. . . in contrast with those areas where man and 
his own works dominate the landscape, is hereby recognized as 
an area where the earth and its community of life are untrammeled 
by man, where man is a visitor who does not remain.9-



CHAPTER IV

THE BATTLE FOR SPANISH PEAKS AND JACK CREEK BASIN

Each part of the earth has, so to speak, its’ vocation.
Rene Dubos, Man1s Dominion, £ History of Conservation in America

Within the spacious Gallatin National Forest, in the State of 

Montana, is located an area in which alpine glaciation has Droduced 

spectacular features consisting of steep, rugged peaks, knife-edged 

ridges and numerous cirques. Nearly all of these scenic cirques con

tain deep blue lakes surrounded by alpine meadows. Clear, rushing 

streams flow through glaciated U-shaped valleys. Vegetative cover on 

the lower slopes consists mostly of timber stands interspersed with 

grassy parks, which is characteristic of the mountains east of the

Continental Divide.

This land encompasses approximately 63,000 acres. It is called 

the Spanish Peaks Area. The historical significance of the name "Span

ish Peaks1' is traceable to the early Crow Indian Tribe of Montana, 

hiring the year 1836, the Crow Indians found six Spanish Trappers in

this region, and consequently called the place "01-hu-shu Ah-na’nt-si 

91Ah-rah-sah-ti,” meaning, "The canyon where the Spaniards stop."'

The Spanish Peaks Primitive Area lies along the east side of 

the Madison Mountain Range in Gallatin and Madison Counties, about 

twantv-five miles south of the city of Bozeman. It covers a strip

sight miles wide and seventeen miles long, running in a northwest-
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southeast direction. Because of its remoteness, the Spanish Peaks 

Area has retained many of its primitive characteristics and there is 

little significant development by man. In this area is an unusual 

and distinctive specimen of mountain geology. It captures permanently 

for public enjoyment and edification, some of the principle ecological 

associations of flora and fauna that characterizes one of the most

admirable geological landmarks in America's back country.

Visitors to the area receive a rich and rewarding wilderness

experience as they travel through the timber-covered lower slopes, over 

grassy ridges, along tumbling streams, into high mountains and up to 

craggy, rugged mountain peaks. Wildlife is abundant in this region 

including such species as the moose, big horn sheep, black bear,

blue grouse and the small snowshoe rabbit. There has been occasional

citings of grizzly bears in the remotest corners of the region. The

lakes and streams are filled with native cutthroat, rainbow and brook 

9 2trout that provide food for the many birds and bears of the area.

Because of the definite wilderness characteristics of the

region and the splendid geological attractions, the Spanish Peaks Area 

was designated as a "primitive area" on April 11, 1932, by Chief For

ester R. Y. Stuart, under the authority of Regulation L-20. At the

time of the designation, the area was reported to contain 50,000 

33lores.

With the historical passage of the National Wilderness Pres

ervation System Act (Wilderness Act) 1964, all national forest primi

tive areas, all roadless units more than 5,000 acres in size within the

National Wildlife Refuge and Range Systems were to be reviewed by the
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'.acretaries of Agriculture and the Interior respectively, by 1974, 

co determine which units shall be recommended to the President and to

Congress, for inclusion into the National Wilderness Preservation 

9 4,vstern.

In accordance to the orders specified in the Wilderness Act,

a review was conducted on the Spanish Peaks Primitive Area in 1965.

The Spanish Peaks Area was the first ’’primitive area" in Montana review

ed under the Wilderness Act. Throughout the review, the primitive area

was administered as a wilderness area and protected under the provision

of the Wilderness Act, in order to prevent any development or inter

ference by man, that may destroy the primeval characteristics of the

area.

After an extensive review and administrative analysis, conduct

ed oy the Departments of the Interior and Agriculture, and after an
X

exhaustive survey by the U.S. Geological Survey and the U.S. Bureau 

of 'lines, a recommendation was forwarded by Edward P. Cliff, Chief

Forester and approved by the Secretary of Agriculture on August 11,

1967. In part, the statement read:

This proposal recommends that 47,923 acres of the Spanish 
Peaks Primitive Area in the Gallatin National Forest, State of 
Montana, and 15,377 contiguous acres be classified as Wilderness 
bv an Act of Congress, and be added to the National Wilderness 
Preservation System. 95

The Spanish Peaks Primitive Area met the criteria established 

in the Wilderness Act. The area was substantially nrimitive in char

acter, without mans' works dominating the land. The area contained 

ecological, recreational and historical value and it had outstanding 

onportunities for solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of

recreation.
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The U.S. Geological Survey and the U.S. Bureau of Mines 

reported on their mineral deposit survey and found that "there has bee 

pn production of minerals from the primitive area and the known de

posits within the boundaries cannot be mined profitably at the present

time.'1 In effect, the survey cleared the way for the adoption of this 

Q6area into the Wilderness System. J

In accordance with the process defined in the Wilderness Act,

a nublic hearing on the proposed Wilderness Area was held in Bozeman,

Montana on September 9, 1966. The wilderness proposal was endorsed by

Senators Lee Metcalf and Mike Mansfield and Governor Tim Babcock, in

written letters submitted to the hearings. Contrary to other proposal

there was absolutely no opposition to the Spanish Peaks Wilderness Pro

posal. In fact, a large majority of those present at the hearing

favored an enlarged wilderness proposal. After the hearings, the

Forest Service considered the several recommendations advocating an 

9 7enlargement of the proposed Spanish Peaks Wilderness Area.

The alternative boundary modifications were studied by the

Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and other governmental

agencies. The field studies, the public comments, and the comments

of other governmental agencies examined the impact of classifying as 

Wilderness as compared to other public values of the area.

The Spanish Peaks Wilderness, as it was originally proposed,

was not in the least controversial. The review and public acceptance

was so successful that determined preservationists initiated the move 

to substantially enlarge the wilderness proposal. And to this end, th 

'■'ilderness supporters drew their line around the Jack Creek Basin.
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"-.is suggestion set the stage for a battle between the "user'1 and the 

"saver." The preservationists challenged the original proposal and 

contended that Jack Creek was essential in any wilderness area.

The Jack (Ass) Creek Sasin Area adjoins the southwest margin 

of the Spanish Peaks Primitive Area. Unlike the Spanish Peaks Area, 

the Jack Creek Area is located in the 3eaverhead National Forest, 

entirely in Madison County. The area contains approximately 36,000 

acres and is bordered on three sides by high cliffed ridges that can be

seen miles away by south-bound travelers on U.S. Highway 287. The

entire Jack Creek Basin is dominated b.y two majestic mountains along

the southern margin—Lone Mountain and Fan Mountain. Most of the basin

is drained by Jack Creek, which flows westward through a sharp canyon 

98and into the broad Madison Valley, east of Ennis, Montana.

Representative Richard Shoup of Montana's Western District, 

supported the original Fore’st Service proposal and introduced legis

lation that would have adopted the proposal and set aside the 63,000

acres as Spanish Peaks Wilderness Area. Preservationists advocating

the additional acreage contended that the original proposal was inad

equate and that the "limited" size of the Spanish Peaks Wilderness

Area could harm the characteristics of wilderness.

Clifford R. Merritt, spokesman for the national organization

of the Wilderness Society cited this inadequacy.

The Forest Service has proposed the establishment of a 
63,000 acre Spanish Peaks Wilderness. Representative Shoup's 
measure, as introduced in the House, embodies this proposal. . . 
its proposal is inadequate. It fails to give wilderness pro
tection to undeveloped areas which are ecologically important 
parts of a viable Spanish Peaks Wilderness. Without Jack 
Creek, the proposed Spanish Peaks Wilderness is like a half a 
loaf.
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In essence, Merritt contended, as did many other wilderness

supporters, that without Jack Creek basin, the Spanish Peaks Wilder- 

33S Proposal could not serve the purpose of a primitive area that in

spires the consciousness of man. Because of the increasing usage of 

t.;e area, due to the Big Sky of Montana Recreation development, the 

wilderness preserve could be destroyed by overuse on a limited area. 

Moreover, preservationists, by 1972, saw all wilderness areas as inter

dependent, in that the land preserved in Montana would not be for the

benefit of only Montanans, but for the entire nation, contributing to 

the philosophy of the "peoples' forest," formulated by Bob Marshall.

To this effect, Merritt examined the purpose of Spanish Peaks

Wilderness to be more than a Montana matter, but a universal concern.

Wilderness has become a rare and priceless resource. In two- 
thirds of the States, where most of our 208 million Americans 
live, little or no wilderness is left. Montana's wilderness 
must serve not only the people of Montana, but also the nation. 
Once destroyed, this primeval scene can never be restored. If 
spared now, this area of superb wilderness will be cherished as 
a National Shrine for the future.

On May 12, 1971, Senators Lee Metcalf and Mike Mansfield intro

duced Senate Bill 1849, 'A Bill to Designate Certain lands in the Gal

latin and 3eaverhead National Forests, in Montana as Wilderness." The

proposal recommended the original 63,000 acres, as proposed by Shoup,

but included an additional 36,000 acres of land—namely the entire

region of Jack Creek. In defending this proposal, Metcalf went on to

Our wilderness resources can never be made larger. It can 
only diminish, as we wisely or unwisely put developed areas, 
not protected for wilderness purposes to other uses. We should 
give utmost consideration now to the need for preserving every 
possible acre of wilderness.
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Outdoor recreation is Montana's third largest industry. 
Indications are that it may soon take second. The priceless 
treasures of that state's unsullied natural lakes, streams, 
mountains, woods, valleys and plains and the wildlife that is 
found in such undisturbed places.

The proposal to include additional lands into the wilderness

system sent shock waves throughout southeastern Montana. During the

early 1960's, the Big Sky of Montana Recreation project was develop-

'.n? as an industry for tourism and an economic advantage to the region.

'riginated in part by Chet Huntley, the project neared completion and

the need to service the resort with additional roads became a concern

for the resort owners, residents of the small rural community of Ennis

and other interests in the region. For these people, and for the local

government officials, the Big Sky Resort was a clean, attractive indus

try. And the land that surrounds the resort would be most beneficial

for all concerned if it was managed through the policies and attitudes 

of multiple-use. These area citizens, for the most part, were con

servationists, not preservationists, users not savers. They indeed 

idvocated wilderness, as evidenced in the original Spanish Peaks pro- 

oosaT, but they advocated wilderness with a limit. In part, the 

Spanish Peaks Primitive Area was protected from development under 

administrative policies and therefore could not be developed. But 

taa Jack Creek basin area was a different matter altogether. On 

August 28, 1972, the proponents and opponents of wilderness enlargement 

stated their case before Senators Frank Moss (Utah) and Lee Metcalf.

According to the provisions of the Wilderness Act, any area of 

land that could be considered for possible inclusion into the National 

Wilderness Preservation System had to meet at least two criteria:
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it had to be at least 5,000 acres in size or large enough to pro

vide solitude, .uid that the area must be, for the most part, feder

ally owned and undeveloped by man. In the particular case of the 

Jack Creek basln area a peculiar historical occurance haunted wilder

ness supporter.*;, For 1064, the United States federal government, 

in an attempt to create a continental railroad transportation system, 

gave the railroads, including the Burlington-Northern Railroad, 

sections of free land as an incentive to build railways to the West.

By using a checkorborad pattern of land dispersement, the government 

coped the companies r.7Ould build railroads to their lands and thus cross 

alternate sections of public land, and thereby encourage settlement.

he Jack Creek area, added to the Forest Service proposal by Senate 

oile 1849, contains over 36,000 acres of which approximately 40 per 

cant or about b. .000 acres are owned by the Burlington-Northern Rail

road. The Forest Service refused to recommend this area for wilder

ness because of its "loss of wilderness character" and its vast non- 

cderally owned lands.102

S. G. ' crrvman, spokesman for the Burlington-Northern Rail

road went on to note the position of the railroad in regards to the 

'ilderness proposal.

We do not believe the vast majority of these Jack Creek 
lands meets the definition of wilderness as defined in P.L.
38-577, nor Joes it satisfactorily meet the criteria of stab-

a vs.-. lability and need. . . . Jack Creek can best be 
managed under the multiple-use planning with water, grazing, 
recreation. timber and wildlife resources all being utilized 
to maximi no Benefits.

In addit .on to the arguments concerning multiple-use, the 

Edison County Commissioners expressed their disapproval of the Jack
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Creek inclusion because they feared that the tax base would be lost 

when the land became a wilderness preserve. Preservationists countered 

by stating that the lands were classified in a low assessment and that 

the revenue lost would be minimal.

Wilderness supporters attempted to persuade the railroad and

the government to exchange land and by this exchange, Jack. Creek basin 

could meet one of the criteria for wilderness. Rick Applegate, of

Bozeman, explained that the lands left in the hands of the railroads are

''now a peculiar entity,'1 in that they "constitute an immense direct 

grant of land for what were considered public use. They are now an

immense leftover." Preservationists went on to note that a land ex

change would keep in line with the real purpose behind the original 

land grant—that of benefiting the public purpose. A hundred years ago

it was transportation for the expanding population, today it is pres

ervation of the peoples' forest. And "Jack Creek area," they con

tended, "is an excellent place to start the process.

The strongest opposition to the Jack Creek inclusion came from

the spokesmen of the Big Sky resort and regional interests who stood to 

benefit from the resort. The Madison County Commissioners and the 

Ennis Chamber of Commerce advocated an access road from the city of 

Ennis to the Big Sky resort, since a good portion of the development 

was in Madison County. The Madison County Commissioners stated that 

Big Sky could offer employment to many county residents if an access 

road to Ennis was built. Chet Huntley and his associates supported a 

proposal for a highway connecting Big Sky with U.S. 191 and extending 

into Madison County, which could serve the recreational comnlex. The

CARROLL COLLEGE LIBRARY 
HELENA, MONTANA 59601
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proposed highway ran in the middle of Jack Creek basin.

In the hearing, State Representative Dorothy Bradley of

Sozemar. criticized the Montana State Highway Department and their 

proposal to build this highway through Jack Creek basin area. Any 

support of a boundary modification or just the mere speculation of 

constructing a highway, she contended, would deter any wilderness 

proposal. The Skyline Sportsmen Association drew attention to the

fact that "The Big Sky Project, a private enterprise, has already had 

on? beautiful boulevard paved to its door with public money. ”^7

Cecil Garland, President of the Montana Wilderness Associa

tion expanded the criticism of land development and the threatening 

damage, as he saw it, when talking about the Big Sky resort.

The great land rush is now on in Montana. People from every 
where, sickened by their way of life, by what they already have 
destroyed, are flocking to Montana to purchase land so that they 
may live and enjoy the quality of life here, if only for a short 
time during the summer^

The Big Sky complex is fast becoming a reality. Its affect 
upon the Gallatin Canyon is now irrecoverable. . . we are going 
to have the sprawled and garish strip conditions of unplanned 
development throughout Gallatin Canyon. The Big Sky complex 
will place a burden in terms of human numbers and their ultimata 
impact on the land and the wilderness carrying capacity; it 
should therefore not be encouraged to grow, but like all cancer
ous things, should be contained.108

Reacting to the criticism directed toward Big Sky, the Liv

ingston Enterprise Newspaper defended the existence and the philos- 

•>pnv of the recreational complex.

Chet Huntley’s Big Sky of Montana development shouldn't 
be made the whipping post as Montanans strive for solutions to 
environmental problems. The Treasure State economy needs a 
compromise for survival, satisfactory to the imperative need to 
conserve the natural resources sensibly and at the same time 
which permits utilization without putting Montana's economy in 
a straight jacket.
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The Madison County Commissioners went beyond the original

opposition to the preserve inclusion because it would lose a tax 

base, they also maintained that an elite few would have the privilege

of using this wilderness area. They repeated the sentiments that the 

lands would be "locked up for special use of those physically or fin

ancially able to enter on horseback or on foot," calling the wilder

ness proposal discriminatory. The wilderness concept, according to 

the commissioners was too "rigid" and that the majority of the people 

'••ere opposed to the wilderness proposal introduced by Senators Mans

field and Metcalf. Support was uttered for the other proposal—that 

of the Forest Service and the Bill introduced by Representative Shoup. 

To this end, Commissioner Clarke Raymond stated:

Gentlemen, I submit to you that Senate Bill 1849, inadvert
antly lends itself to the charge that it smacks of special priv
ilege on the one hand, smells of sour grapes on the other, and 
on both it implies an utter disregard for an adverse effect on 
the present and future economy and tax base of Madison County.

In a letter written to Senator Moss, the Tree Farmers, Inc., 

went as far as to say:

Senator Metcalf is playing politics with our national 
timber resources in the hopes of perpetuating himself into 
office.

And the Montana Stockgrowers Association, Inc., adopted a reso

lution on September 21, 1972 which stated: "Resolved, That the Montana

Stockgrowers Association opposes any action which would change public

lands suitable for multiple-use to wilderness classification resulting 

112ln a single-use concept."

Hie battle to determine the usage of the Jack Creek Basin 

\raa continued for many years. But the manner by which the conflict
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iross and conducted itself has historical significance for Montana.

Development was the element by which the conservationists 

determined the future use of Jack Creek. The local residents, the 

commissioners, ranchers, business interests and resort owners sup

ported wilderness, but they limited their advocacy of wilderness to 

.1 specified area. Wilderness was not the primary value for these 

interests, multiple-use of the land dominated their attitudes. As

: r Gifford Pinchot had resurrected once again, his philosophy of use

end the conservation policy he advocated became the fundamental guide 

by which the developers followed. Wilderness, for the developer, was 

in fact another term for single-use. Wilderness, for the local resi-

'jnts, was a private playground for an ’’elite few" whose intention was 

to lock-up" the forest lands. Only the few, and for that case, the 

outsider was satisfied with the enlargement proposal. And the other 

residents, namely the taxpayers would lose a source of tax revenue,

employment and loss of freedom to the use of the area.

The Forest Service followed their traditional role of support- 

the wishes of local residents and interests. They opposed any pro

posal that would limit the full use of the land and any limitation to 

their control of the land.

The criteria for any wilderness proposal was that the lands 

ere federally owned and substantially unchanged by the works of man.

;-ie private ownership of the land, by the railroad, the speculations 

;r a highway, the contention that the land was already developed added

" nder.ee that the land was not substantially untouched by man and there

to not qualified for wilderness inclusion.

nder.ee
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Throughout the Jack Creek proposal debates, developers and 

interests made it a point to distinguish themselves as con-

orists. The Big.Sky resort, they contended, was a clean,

• v' ronmentally safe industry. To the preservationists, these multiple

• conscious conservationists were the wolves in sheeps' wool.

Peter Jackson, State Representative from Madison County re-

• m'-ed:

This particular area has a long history of being logged, graze 
and prospected for minerals and used by the general public as a 
recreation area. . . using this history, the area does not adapt 
Itself to single purpose management, such as wilderness. It is 
definitely an area which should be managed under the multiple-use 
concept. . . to gain the maximum use, protection and improve
ment of the resource.

For the preservationists, Jack Creek as well as Spanish Peaks 

■•as endangered by the development of the Big Sky of Montana Recreation

orn. They contended that because of the resort, there would be an 

increased usage of the primitive area and that enlargement of the wild-

mass area must be accomplished. Without this buffer zone, the area 

•'as only a "half a loaf," and that their determined advocacy of enlarge 

.ant was the only hope, as Marshall once declared, of "repulsing the 

-vrannical ambition of civilization to conquer every niche of the whole

■•-arch."

They saw the controversy of the private ownership of sections 

af Jack Creek basin as a fault of history. The lands were granted to 

a developer, a hundred years ago, for the public purpose of trans

portation. Today the public purpose has changed and the lands were 

atill the publics', not in law but in the spirit of the law, and the 

Public purpose of these lands was simple—preservation of the peoples' 

forest.
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The Jack Creek preservationists did not limit themselves just 

to the argument that this specific area must be preserved for Mon- 

canans, they contended that all primitive areas must be preserved for 

»• ie entire nation. Jack Creek was not a local controversy—but a

national necessity.

This is not the time to reduce, constrict and compromise our 
wilderness, Kenneth Hapner, spokesman for the Sierra Club de
clared, but rather to accentuate it and insure its status among 
our societal goals. . . the only irreversible decision we can 
make here today is to allow the Jack Creek drainage to lose its 
wilderness character.

If we are to honor our commitment to the present 200 million 
owners of this beautiful free land and at the same time provide 
a living museum for the future generations of our species, we must 
move from a profit ethic to a survival ethic and we must act with 
wisdom and good judgement and keep the faith that future genera
tions will remember us for our romance with nature and not our 
divorce with nature.114

Those individuals who submitted statements to the hearings conducted on 

the Jack Creek basis, over half were non-Montana residents, and the maj

ority of those lived east of the Mississippi River.

Robert Marshall once declared, We're all young enough that 
we’ll probably meet many defeats. . . but win or lose, it will 
be grand fun fighting and knowing that whatever we do in the 
right direction will help eventual victory.

And for the wilderness supporters, Jack Creek Basin Area was

an important element of the totality of the National Wilderness Pres

ervation System.



CHAPTER V

CONTINUING THE WILDERNESS CRUSADE, A FINAL ASSESSMENT

The battle for wilderness preservation is the most remarkable

chanter in the history of the American conservation movement. For the 

i.rst time in mans' recorded history, wilderness areas were protected

uid recognized as valuable in and of itself. Man was not superior to 

the land, but the land had as much right, to exist as did man. With the

listorical signing of the Wilderness Act, preservationists hoped it 

arked the end of a long and bitter struggle. They also hoped that an 

uieuring resource of wilderness would remain for future generations.

'."he Wilderness Act stands as an affirmation of America's faith in its

iestiny and of mans' belief ih himself as a creature of intellect. The 

'ilderness Act provided the necessary protection for the vast acres of 

'rimitive and pristine lands of Montana.

Throughout this analysis, one characteristic, in large part, 

explains the story of the wilderness movement, nationally and in Montana, 

or the preservationists, the struggle to enact a comprehensive national 

eolicy of wilderness protection, was a challenge. The Act in turn, pre- 

' anted other challenges.

The Act challenged federal agencies and two Departments to 

nternret the mandate of Congress and to fulfill their responsibilities

th vision and skill. It challenged the Congress itself, for the Act

tovides that future additions to the National Wilderness Preservation
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'v-tir. may be made only by Congress. The decision of whether or not

■ ? designate wilderness is reserved to the national legislative body.

• -.-ess trusted that they could expand and insure the existence of

; ’ harness.

The Act challenged the people. Its finest feature is that it

■r-ovides for public participation and understanding, as demonstrated in 

2 Spanish Peaks proposal. Because of the active participation and

;t?adfast determination of wilderness advocates, throughout the histor

ical development of the preservation movement, Congress found that from

' '.neeforth, any wilderness policy must have the active involvement of 

' case people.

It would seem that this historical achievement marks the con

ducing chapter of the lengthy wilderness struggle. Such a conclusion

Quid be misleading and inaccurate. A far greater challenge, I believe 

has emerged in the preservation movement and Montana's preservationists 

i.ave taken the initiative in combating this new challenge.

By the early 1970’s, the Wilderness Act became the weapon used 

multiple-use conscious developers in preventing additional wilder-

2ss. Congressional approval of wilderness land designation mandated

In the Act, became an obstacle for preservationists who desired an 

enlargement of wilderness. Congress insisted on a lengthy review pro

cure and the preservationists reluctantly accepted it as a means to 

enact the bill. The Act’s inherent design was delay-oriented. By 

requiring every addition to the Wilderness System to run the twenty-

iour steps of the legislative guantlet and countless other stens in
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, process of administrative review, Congress maximized the onpor- 

• unities for obstruction by multiple-use conscious individuals. In

instance, there are more than twenty opportunities to bottle up a 

iderness proposal and this bottling system is working with dismaying

. fficiency. The Spanish Peaks Wilderness proposal, for example, has 

ieen under consideration since 1966, and a final determination is still 

■irthcoming. Congress and the governmental agencies were required to 

-eview all of these primitive areas by 1974, and has failed to make such

a complete review.

But a more critical problem arises than the tardiness of the re

view of primitive areas and other lands specified in the Act. There are 

millions of roadless, undeveloped and primeval forested acres that meet 

the criteria for inclusion into the Wilderness System but are not he

mp; reviewed. These "de facto wilderness areas" are, for the most oart, 

under the management and control of the Forest Service and other govern

mental agencies. The Wilderness Act required the Forest Service to 

-eview all of its designated primitive areas for wilderness potential, 

Put made no provision for review of other roadless areas. It became 

apparent, to many preservationists, that the approximately 173 million

acres of national forest land, not classified under the Act, would be 

eliminated, essentially, from any wilderness consideration.

Once again, the preservationists found themselves on the de

fensive. The Forest Service began road development and timber sale 

plans for many of these areas. Preservationists feared that if these 

areas were not protected now, development or usage would alter their 

primitive characteristics permanently. Because of this alteration, the
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ireas wouit

.-iS

be excluded from any wilderness consideration.

was the case throughout this study, preservationists

i;rressively defended wilderness areas, while the Forest Service con-

;inusd to cpen vast areas to developers. Time was running out for the

oreservatc;cists. The battle noxr climaxed between the user and the

preserver

Ir. rhis state of urgency, Montana preservationists and law-

cabers rear red to a national problem. As if the ’’peoples' forest1’ was

once again threatened, Montana preservationists began to recapture the

initiative in protecting these vast de facto wilderness areas, and

equally as important, to regain the offensive they enjoyed at the nass-

age of the 'ilderness Act. Senators Metcalf and Mansfield responded to

tae challer. 25 by introducing "The Montana Wilderness Study Bill of 1975

The purpose of the bill was very simple, but the ramifications

of its potstrial effect on national policy was significant. The bill

asked Congress to place nine "de facto wilderness areas" in Montana

under the p refection of the Wilderness Act, until a full review of

t.iese areas ;ould be accomplished. The bill designated no new wilder-

ness. It nshe no final commitment of land to any classification or use

It merely p rrtected the status quo of these lands, until a rational

atudy process could lay the factual base for a rational decision as to 

•■•'hat ultimate land classification was most appropriate. The Wilder

ness Study .-.rea Proposal modified and amended the Wilderness Act and 

included millions of acres of wilderness lands not previously protecte

If such a p rsposal was adopted by the Congress, Montana would set a

precedent ia protecting de facto wilderness areas throughout the nation
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— ;s legislation," Senator Metcalf remarked, "is not only for 

'o-i.cana's sake, but for the nation as well.

I have shown that the principle method of the preservation- 

■ .-, to achieve their goal of an enduring resource of wilderness,

....,<3 the constant attempt to gain the offensive. This could only be 

■one through national policy initiatives and not isolated piecemeal 

-pproaches. They continually attempted to control events and not have 

-vents control their efforts. It was important that the momentum of

•ilderness protection and interest continue. If the obstacles present

in the Wilderness Act were not overcome, time would run against the re

gaining undeveloped primeval lands.

The proposal faces stout opposition from multiple-use conscious 

interests and federal agencies. The Forest Service, Secretary of Ag

riculture, timber and livestock interests, mining developers and local

interests see the measure as,, a deliberate effort to subvert the Wild

erness Act and thus prevent any development on any national forest.

Montana preservationists are continuing the wilderness crusade

begun several decades ago. This most recent development is only the 

latest chapter of the wilderness story. The wilderness story cannot be 

concluded without the final chapter—the protection of the total wild

erness.

I can, however, make several historical and political assess

ments of the wilderness preservation movement. Montana’s involvement

’■Jas an integral element in the movement. The State was involved in 

both internal struggle and external influences. Montana did in turn, 

influence national policies.
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Preservationists did not divide by state or region. They 

united in a common cause, they labored to insure an enduring

•C'cerness resource for the nation and the future.

'lontana preservationists, as this narrative illustrates,

inherited the traditions of a crusade for wilderness protection. Per- 

sps the greatest spokesman for wilderness, who was able to mix human 

'alue and our primary responsibilities to the wilderness with effective

■olitical organization was Sob Marshall. Montana in turn influenced

arshall's effectiveness and determination, through the experiences of 

the natural wilderness areas, that he explored. Marshall's philosophy 

)• the "peoples' forest’ drew national attention. Preservationists

-re able to identify themselves as the saver and not the user. The

peonies' forest was defended on the grounds of minority rights, and

the belief that our political system must recognize those rights. And

there was the basic belief that the pristine forests had a universal

.‘ight to exist without the encroachment or domination of man.

As demonstrated in this study, Montana preservationists recog

nized that their efforts were only a fraction of the total struggle.

hey did not accept defeat and never seemed satisfied with victory, 

ihese preservationists fought to enlarge the protected wilds, beyond

-he expectations of Congress, multiple-use conservationists and land 

■lanners. These people committed themselves to 'repulsing the tyran

nical ambitions of civilization to conquer every niche of the whole 

aarth." Montana preservationists know that their crusade is not only 

for Montana, but for the entire nation as well.
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I found the most striking feature of the wilderness battle in 

■^rma was the way developers presented themselves in the opposition

Wilderness bill. They clothed themselves under the shadow of 

;ifford Pinchot and the philosophy of multiple-use conservation. De~ 

-Mooers, who for years had chafed under the administration of public 

H-'aina, mining and grazing lands by the federal agencies, suddenly 

Hunched a campaign to tell the public and the preservationists how 

:-'ueh they admired the Forest Service’s "wise management" of the lands

-.crusted to its care. They pointed an accusing finger at their oppo

nents and branded them as "preservationists" who were foreign to the 

thinking of Montana conservationists.

Throughout the struggle to convince Montanans of the worthiness 

and the necessity of the Wilderness Act, preservationists refused to

compromise and identify themselves with these conservationists, while

it the same time identifying and exposing developers and multiple-use

conscious individuals, who often hid under the blanket of conservation.

Conservationists and preservationists differ in that the preservation

ist is never satisfied with the status quo ante of wilderness areas.

in a real sense, preservationists continue to shear the wool off the

coif.

Political involvement and public participation was a remark

able feature of the wilderness story in Montana. Without political 

and legislative power to enact proposals, Montana's attempt to pre

serve pristine lands would be doubtful. Montana had political exper- 

tise and influence on the national level. Senators Lee Metcalf and 

’like Mansfield recognized the value of wilderness protection and were
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-.•ccessful to a large degree, in implementing wilderness protection 

.■ in.-.-', into Public policy.

I believe citizen participation has become the potent force 

che creation of additional wilderness areas. The burdens of econ-

inics and political temerity, and the failures of the federal agencies 

:o protect wilderness have made the forces advocating wilderness ores- 

■rvation even more determined to save those areas.’ Groups of citizens

it the city, state and national levels, are working to bring new wild

erness areas into the Wilderness System. I am convinced that this is 

hie greatest exercise in participatory democracy that has ever been seen 

in the history of the conservation movement.

Montana preservationists tell me that any assessment of their

success or failure cannot be made now, for there are vast acres of

potential wilderness lands that remain unprotected. To judge whether

an enduring resource of wilderness is assured for the nation will not 

made by me, nor my children, but instead by my childrens' children.

I can only hope that their judgment is affirmative.

Wilderness, I believe, is our affirmation in this generation,

to preserve the basic substance of our culture and value as a people.

Montana has been blessed by the quantity and quality of such magnifi

cent areas. From the rugged mountains of tne Spanish Peaks to the

"astness of the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area, these areas contain the 

elements of rebirth and maintain the opportunities for successive 

generations of Americans to acquire first hand with the conditions

that shaped their culture. Wilderness is the challenge against which 

the human character was formed and is now forming. If there is no
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nlace left on earth where man can confront nature just as his an

cestors did, then something precious and irreplacable will be lost.

It was in the wilderness that I realized that its full mean

ing was not explained through history or political science, but through 

-uman exnerience. I realized that I am a member of the family of Homo 

Sapiens and that I am on the same terms as other species. Wilderness 

and the pristine value that it possesses is the primary purpose of its 

existence and I am only a visitor who does not remain.
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